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Chief Collins Would be Handy
Nan For Friend

PREPARING FOR 1908.
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So Far He Remains Obdurate, But
His Followers Are Urged To
Be Good.
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Address Will Be Made June 6 at the
Kentucky Theater - New
Science Club.
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CAPTAIN YARLEY
FOR TREASU RER
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Populist. and Influential ReptOaken
Is Put Forth By Wester]
Kt.utucky.

it

CANDIDATES

INCORPORATED
WAS LEFT OUT
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FOUR TRAINMEN
KILLED IN WIIECK
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DRAGGED TO DEATH
ALONG HIGHWAY

COUNTY CONVENTION
GALLED FOR MAY 18

The"
Li
ttleWill
Gree
n God"
Assaulted Fred Ostern

4
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Alrea ly there are indications that
Colonel George Ihr.- Bain, of LexUnsettled weather with showers tooffers of amity are moving from the
Paducah probably will be repreington, the noted temperance lectur•
Harriso i camp to the city hall in- night and probably Wednesday. No
•
seuted on the Republican stati ticket
er,
will
address
the
High
school
gradillikkei...
surgenta, and particularly to Chief of decided change In temperature. The
Capt. Ed Farley, one of the
mites commencement night, June 6,
1*.
Polke 'ollins, The latter so far has highest temperature yesterday, 70 a.
eat and most hitluential Repu kiicans
t the Kentucky theater. The corn, e.e. .
manifes ed no symptoms of relent- lowest today, 59.
in westeru Kentucky has tent Lively
I
'---naittee of the school' board will relug, but it is intimated that friends
consented to allow ilia friends to use
port this to the board tonight at the
.
I
of his h aye been approach ed with a
Ws name in connection with I lie ofregular
l
meeting.
MOTOR CAR ACCIDENT.
;suggesti an that they sound him and
/26
lice of state treasurer. Incite litany
On
commencem
ent
night
the
proiumde, Hungary, May 7. aseertal L how best he may be ape
------ --eee
egram substantially will be thertalutahe stated this morning that un der no
1 •
.
Two are deed and one is dying
AS
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tory
by
Mr.
Bell
Nichols,
the
address
would he be a eandiN‘ket
e-ekh
as
the result of an American tsio%nee...7.
Some mighty unpleasant things
by Colonel Bain and the valedictorysiesek
•• •••e V's.A ..X,.. ,„
.
s
forcer
a
plunging
over
i
piece
a
dmak
were
about Chief Col,lins by the
e
by Miss Acker. There will be music
pice near here today. The
rst
e•ro
,uc
lda
the
county
during the campaign,
Amer.•ing
by
the
orchestra
and
vocal
solos.
.
dr;ateeirl :
etlha
lfo
ueid
osu
rrt:a
sarna
tua
•
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Z
e treasurer,
tr e
lean chauffeur named Harvey
t
at
;
e
u
Captain
n Farand Chi if Collins has his friends, as
-eee..W.Steasi
ee/s
te
Class night •es June 5, and
the
was killed instantly. Art
e
English
e
knows. v
So long as Chief
r
.
Alumniy
odya
reception the night b
of June
"I y
am uot actively seeking
chauffeur died later. The Hunn
Collins remains obdurate and cold
ofThe President: "No matter who drives, so long as you keep him on this read."
7th.
flee, but in response to numerous
aarlan driver was fatally injurtoward :he head of the city ticket,
inus
-Jamieson
in
Pittsburg
Dispatch.
Superintendent-elect Carnagey will
quiries from my friends over the
ed.
f
hie
their cue to
will taker
ie
d
arrive n
in Paducah next week
ssta
to visit
state, I bate told them
n
c
knife it. That is where the politics of
- at sub
e
the schools.
therefore did not come within the
that a am in their hands.' 1 they
the situ Leon enters.
THE H. M. P. CASE.
law. He will return to Eddyville tothink this section should be repreBoise, Idaho, May 7.- The
• The ring has made all the capital
Science Club.
•
day to represent the Standard Tie
settled
they
Collins.tr
on the ticket, and that I will
by abusing. Chief
of
ial
c
Haywood,
Moyer
oul
and
Interest among
d
the High school
eicompany.
t
A penalty h
of $510.0 is ater
Now, an effort will be made to win
Pettibone of the Western Federadd any strength to the ticket,
students in the various recent discovtached to every judgment in favor of
him over tP__SAIDD9.a....the_ tickei,_or at. _ ation of Miners, for the alleged
by reason of eityelocatioft or for other
eries in science led them to organise
the state.
leastg
murder of ex-Governor Stennenthe ti for
his friends and
reasons,
I am always ready to asi
ve
the Science
o
club yesterday
afternoon the
r
____
tge_pol a tee work foreltelleesouitd --berge-IwiE be called- "morrow;
- same the- parr assigned-ea me 1
it- --aftet-The dISmissaI. It is late to orhardly e expected to take off his
LIMITED HELD UP.
is believed it will be si hard task
good of the party.
ganize' the club but several meetings
And Some Three Score Suits
coat and work for the ticket personDenver, May 7.-A special
to stecure a jury, as only about
BOCly of John Korte Found Lay"I do not mind saying that I have
may be held before vacation and proally, afte r all that has been said. Unfrom Butte, Mont., says the
1.600 men are available in the
received several letters
Been
bably next year the society will he
Entered
Against
recently
Have
ing in. Road.Face Downward
der the lrcumittances it Is freely ruNorth a Pacific flyer, the North
_county for jury duty.
from friends in different parts of the
taken. up and continued. Yesterday
Concerns at Eddyville ..,ny Coaet limited, was held up flfmored t at tbe breach wfll be healed
Twelve Miles Above Brook- state asking me to run for state
only the organization was perfected.
and Chi a Collins will retain his poteen miles east of Butte, shortly
PALMA ILL.
treasurer, and
Professor C. H. Shrieves read a pee
after considering
State Officers
port Yesterday =141
salon at the head of the police force
before daylight and the engineer
Haven*, May 7.-- Fornier
per on Agriculture. The next meeting
them and the reasons they advance.
under th S Harrison administration, it
killed.
President Palma Is ill at his
a-III be next Monday afternoon when
I do not feel that I can positively dethere ev e is one.
home on a ranch near Guam°.
the members will try and have some
cline the honor, although I nave no
PADUCAH .
On th . other hand, R. is freely deFATHER 18 WELL KNOWN HERE.
His friends are much worried
man of the city to address them on
desire for the office.
elared b • people high in,the councils
‘17(*NEY "WENI)8.
over his condition as they have
some pertinent question pertaining to
"I wish to add," continued C
Captain
of the H arrisen faction, es it is now
received no diem/ word teem
some discovery in science.
Farley. "That under no eircumi tances
known, that
t
the water will be. Meat
the ranch.
Suits against oaeporatlissas alleged ,
Metropolis, Ill.,. May 7.-(Special) will I allow the use of my to me In
politically so hot for Chief Collins
,
not to have placed the word "incor-Falling from his horse in a sudden connection with the office of mayor
that he Will jump out before the
porated" after their names are being
MINERS AT WORK.
election. In ease he does throw up his
attack of illness, John Korte, 32 of Paducah."
Fetnie. B. C., May 7.-A five
tried in circuit court at Eddyville.
For Oity Jailer.
position. It is said City Clerk Henry .
years old, an ,nvalid, was dragged
per cent advance where 25 was
They include the Cumberland TeleChairman W. A. Berry, of the
Mr. John Dunaway has announced
Bailey, o
one of the most popular Dena, - -demanded
e
miners returned to
phone company, Remington Tape- county Democratic committee, will fifteen feet face downward night be- his candidacy
ocrats in the city, will be made chief
for the Republica n nom
work today. They maintained
writer company, Ayer-Lord Tie corn- call a mass convention to order
of police
Sat- fore last in the highway near his ination for city jailer, subject to any
,
their union supremacy, however,
party, Standard Tie company and a urday afternoon, May IS, at
Mr. B
Bailey's name is also aseoriat2 o'clock home, 12 miles north of Brookport, action the party may take. Mr Dunand secured the eight hour law
dozen other corporations, making at the court house when delegates
ed with he position of marketmaster
and his dead body- was found yes- away is very well known. For years
Terrible Disaster on Baltimore fifty-five cases in all and with penalfor every workman..
next Dec
December, when Bell's term exwill be elected to the convention at terday morning. Coroner Wallace,
me of
of he has been connected with some
pires. Th
The next marketmaster will be
and Ohio Railroad Caused ties aggregating 827.500 if the state Henderson, May 21 to elect a rail- this city, held an inquest.
y,
city,
anti
The
dead
the
leading groceries In the
KILLS SIX PEOPLE.
wins the suits.
The suite were road commissioner from this dige Denim rat In ail probability.
The
two years ago won a popularity
y conby
Failure
to
San
was
See
Flagman
the
Francisco,
son
May
of
7.Chris
A
brou ght by Walter Krone, county at- trice Sixteen delegates will be man
term beg ins January I when Bailey's
Korte' test conducted by The Sun.
num, not yet identified, ran
term as city clerk expires.
torney of Lyon county.
in
Dense
elected from 'McCracken minty and who is well known in Paducah. The
Fog
Mr. George Andrecht, John James
amuck in the streets; this mornStewa t Dick's friends are coachC. C. Grassnam representing the mass conventions will be held sim- funeral will take place from the saw- and D. A. Meacham are also proming
while
hundreds of people
lug him for license inspector or
Oyer-Lord Tie company won the four ultaneouslY in all the 39 counties, ily residence tomorrow morning at 9 timidly mentioned.
wen. on their way to work. The
weigh ma rter.
against his client in circuit comprising the First District, to elect o'clock. The body was found.
cases
SANTA FE LINIITEI) DITCHED.
man killed six people in a mad
about
court
at Eddyville yesterday. The delegates to the Henderson conven- 8:30 o'clock
rush and then barricaded him.
Horace Marvin Starved.
,
yesterday morning.
IRA A. POWERS MISSING.
county attorney endeavored to show tion. Four candidates, G. W. LanDover, Del., May 7.- Thal little
self in a house and defied arrest
four different cases where the Ayer- dram, of SmIthland, McD Ferguson,
Horace Marvin died from expos ure in
ter an hone He was finally capONE BRIDGE WASHES AWAY.
Wheling, May 7.-Four trainmen
Si Is A bout $20,000 of Ma Corn.
Lord Tie company had stationery of La Center. W. H. Southall, of Hop
a marsh a little more than a q uarter
tured and subdued after being
were killed and eight passengers inpany's Money.
and advertising matter without the kinsville, and Lawrence Finn, of
of a Mile from the home of hi: fat hseverely beaten.
jured in a wreck of the New YorkNew 0rleans, La.. May 7.- Ira A.
Potter Shop or was almost
word "incorporated" after its name. Franklin, are out for the nomina- Frame Structure on
conclusively eet bliehPowers. iormer agent in this territoChicago Express on the Baltimore &
stoats is Last. •
Mr. Grasaham won the resets on the eon.
ed by the autopsy held bn eat body
COUNShIL
OBJECTS.
ry for S. Grabfelder & Co., of LouisOhio railroad 20 miles east of here
yesterday. Hunger, of course, added
ground that the stationery in geesWashington, May 7.--Countiel
•
wh!sky distillers, is
this morning. The wreck was caused
missing.
to the eufferIngs of the lad, at d pertion was used exclusively between
The average depth of the Atlantic
The
heavy
rains
of
sevthe
past
for
Anna
M.
Bradley,
indicted
and so I about $20.000 of the comby a heavy fog. The engineer of the
the company and its employes and Ocean is moon feet.
eral days have done the roads In haps starvation, had something to do
for the murder of former Senapany's f Inds, besides which a numpassenger train failing to see a flag
with the death, but this is n t so
McCracken oounty
little
damage.
tor
Brown,
of
Utah, at the Ralher of sal on men are worrying about
---sent out by a heavy freight, Bothconclusively shown.
"I
thought that several small woodsigh hotel last December, will
worthies cheeks which they have on
engines' were smashed to pieces and
en bridges had been washed away.
°Nett to Justice Stafford, of the
hand. Joseph Kern, president of the
all passenger cars overturned
All
Adjourn Saturday.
but after an Inspection of those I
COMpany, has come here to unravel
supreme court, District of Coinjured are expected to recover.
Springfield, ell., May 7.--- Ilinots
•
feared,
I
find
the tangi[e, and will proceed against
all
safe,"
County
Road
lanibia, presiding at the trial.
legislature started on a rare i ga inst
Supervisor Bert Johnson said.
the bond amen, who signed for $2,This is because the justice in a
Cantonal* Limited.
time at 3 o'clock this afternoor when
600.
,
one
bridge
washed
away. This was
recent address before the Ver.
---- .-- the lawmakers re-convened tot what
Holly, Col., May 7.-The CantorIt was the "little green grid" of saloon Sunday night and drinking a three miles from Paducah on the
more State Bar is/km.110ton as"
will probably' be the closing w eek of
nia limited train on the Santa Fe
"T tICKY" TOM THARP.
nailed the defense of the "unMarie
Coreill's fancy-absinthe - large quantity. The rather depleted Potter Shop road, and will amount the session. The
was wrecked 12 miles east of here '
windup has tit en set
condition of the absinthe bottle is se to practically nothing in expense to
eritten law" and "entottenal infor midnight of Saturday, whit h prolast night by spreading 'rails.
All and not a bald highwayman' who lent witness to the quantity drank.
Breathitt 'Bad Man" Merits Death
the county."
&tinily."
bailey will mean about when t lie suit
nine coaches except the last Pullman knocked out and robbed Fred Oswin. Absinthe is a powerfnl cordial, and
Result of trap Game,
man found insensible cher Haris rising Stesday morning.
were turned over. A porter and the the
'
few drops in a drink is about all
a
veck's saloon, 110 South
Ian Maciaren Is Dead.
Third
BONAPARTE MAY GO.
baggagemaster were injured.
the average man wants. 'Fred is lucky
Jacks° n, Ky., May 7.- "Tricky"
street eesterday morning; and the
la'ashington, May 7.-IntimaBurlington, la., May 7.-Dr, John
Frisco Is AU Closed Up
Toth Th rp, one of the most widelyto be alive. It seems that Sunday
"little green god" hit a door with
(ion comes from a high source
San Francisco, May 7.- Tilt labor
was the first time Fred had ever car- Watson (lan Maclaren) died at
known r ;erecters of this county, was
T. P, A. MEETING.
Fred's head, instead of hitting his
Attorney-General Bonathat
fled the keys to a barroom. Sunday Mount Pleasant, Is., at 11:1•5 a. m. situation in San Francisco today
shot and killed yesterday evening by
head with some "blunt Instrument."
parte
Is
contemplati
ng
retirenight was the first time he had ever today. The cause was blood poison- showed no change from yew erday,
Walter lualns, at lelkatawa, In this
Will Be Held Here May IS. -Prepo- Fred
himself has some hazy recollec
anent front the cabinet. It is
groped for a drink in the dark. As lug, the result of ton/soffits. He was Street cars are not running. T e telcounty. They had been in a crap
rations.
eon of events today, That is, h e re-said he is in bad health and that
for the robber, E. J. Harveck now taken ill at Mount Pleasant April 25, ephone service is badly erippled,
game,
hen
some trouble' arose
members picking up a bottle in the
there
Is fear he is on the verge
remembers Fred handed him the $60
Them
thousands of iron workers at• still
.
The Travelers' Protective *geodeas.killed with his own pisof a nervous breakdown. The
Sunday morning. Open came here
tol. Mull ins surrendered to the Jettholding out for an eight hot ✓ day
eon will hold Its annual state conattorney
general
homeless, penniless and friendless a
is
greatly
en this nornIng. It Was Tharp who
vention in Paducah Saturday, May
and. nearly all big laundries at e Idle.
pleaaed with his poeition, but
few years ago. He worked around a
aradatel Curt Jett in breaking jai:
IS. Following a busy' one-day
ses
boarding house. He had lost his wife
here som e years afrO.
fears the strain under which he
!ion, a banquet will be given at the
Jt1IN STRIKE.
and served in the English and AmerPalmer House by the local post to
has been working.
Chicage•May 7-Ten thom nd
ican
armies. Bad luck attended him
the delegates. Louisville, Owensboro,
Frank N. Frost.
hod carriers and building Is bore
every-Where. He fell heir to about
Henderson, Mayfield and Paducah
Grain Market.
Mrs :. R. Cunningham, of Ceehere today Joined the strike of
$2,000
In
'England.
When he went to
will be represented in the convention,
Cim•innati, May 7.
ran Apa ements. received a telegram
Wheat,
bricklayers.
Brookport, Ill., May 7.-1-(SPecial)
claim it, he fell in with thieves in
and 125 Members are expected to atthis morning announcing the death
s-i%; corn, ISO: pate, 4$.
Another lodge Knights of Pythias Philadelphia
and even lost his cloth- --Brookport G. A. R. veterans and
tend. The election of state officers
of her b rather, Mr. Frank N. Frost.
10 To 7 On O'Brien.
will be organized in Paducah. At ing. He proceeded to Oklahoma
with the Red Men will observe Memorial
feature
will
the
of
be
convention
the
at Sand lia Mo. Mr. Frost was sellLos Angeles, May 7.
II1,00D1( FEUD.
Today
the meeting of Paducah lodge last the $2.0110 and invested in
day
jointly
May
3n,
on
which
faecesa
quarter
and
12 delegates to the national eontor of t e Sandell& Leader, and a
wound up the herd prellminar work
Ky.,
determined
night
It
cipen
the
to
was
Ion
the
usual parade
Ifiddlegh°r°.
section of hot air. Then he came
de will form with
May 7.vention will be elected. The eonvenvery pro minent man.
for "Philadelphia Jack" O'Bri n ana
John and lelpitnn Howard, brothmembers. The back to Paducah and drank some ab. band and march to the cemetery
lion will be held in the council hall books for charter
Mrs 7unnIngham left this mornTommy Berns. who will meal Wedera, were killed. George and
opinion
ginthe.
live
that
with
two
prevails
where graves will be decorated. neaday
on North Fourth street.
Ina for Randalia to attend the fonnight for the heavy weight
mere, omen, brothers, were
membership.
lodges, competing for
Mayor E. Baugh will lead the sere,,
era I,
championship of the wotld. I ett hag
mortally wounded in
a fend
enthusiasm
will
Interest
stintbe
and
ices., He will also deliver the annual odds
Lynehlng In Georgia.
YOUNG cormg OF ROM;
remain about 10 to 7 on
fight on Sugar Thin creek last
Augusta, Ga., May 7.--- Charles ulated. The new lodge probably will
MARRY AT METROPOLIS memorial address at the Christian O'Brien.
Billings infant.
night. These factions had a
Herds, colored, was lynched in Mc- meet in the same ball as Paducah
church that night. On the Sunday
Veride• the 11-months
-old child of
similar fight a year ago when
Duffle county last night. The negro lodge, Knights are especially antMetropolis, Ill., May 7.-(Speelell preceding the ;Rev, W. A. Spence,
Washington. May 7.--WIIII am 0.
R. D. Biilings, of 1402 South Sixth
one man was killed and Martin
fatally that Hardin Pearson, for Ions to
up the Pythiau ppirit in -'Charles Schmidt' and Loathe Mr- Pastor Of the Beptliit church Pi 'Me Rice, a telegraph operator,
shot and
street, d led last evening of fever
Green was badly rut. Martin
whom he worked out last evening, Paducah. because the grand lodge Neal, both of Boas, Ky., wen worried troP011s. Will be invited to preach the
killed his wife today and w tett'
and ,the body was taken to Covinaunder
because
G .vt la
arrest at his
Pearson
rernbastrated will meet here the first Tuesday le here by ;Squire Liggett. They sill 14 memorial sermon to the veterans and his
Young son, Earl. He then
triTeen., for burial,
ton, Ten
with him in regard to some work.
fatheret house.
side in Paducah.
October.
Red Men at the Christian church.
mitted suicide.
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FOR

NEI'K OF P LODGE
TO BE ORGANIZED

DECORATION DAY
AT BROOKPORT

.101a:

Dandelion
A SAFE AND SERE SPECIFIC FOR ItHler.MATISM.
Guaranteed under Pure Food and Deuga Act, June 30, 1905.
Serial 3517.
itheurnetism for the moat part attacks the sinews and
muscles of the
body, Therefore the joints, the muscle casings and
heart valvea suffer
most. Like gout this disease is caused by an excese of
uric acid or blood
poison In the system. Rheumatic pains sometimes
change their location;
wander from one part of the body to another and visit
various joints in
succession. The nature of this painfuldisease is still
a matter of opinion.
but certain remedies have been discovered that eroduce immedi
ate and
lasting relief, and many times a permanent cure. Probab
ly the most important discovery made in this connection is the famous prescri
ption from
which Dr. Edwards' Compound Dandelion Tablets are prepare
d. Thousands of people have used this Wonderful remedy for rheuma
tism and are
now well and happy. It will pay you to get a box today.
Sold by all Drugglits, 23c; Schenck Chemical Company, Manufac
turers,
I.4-30 Franklin Street, New York and
(Look for this Signature.)

ASSAULTED HIM
AFTER HEARING

be Istiecesetal, as • :le discrim.
ination
hat; been practiced
against use for

Impress

mote than a year, and since I haye
appealed to the state commission and
testified before the ineerstate commerce commission it Is worse than
Over.
it you remember, after I testified
Eades prefers Charge befare the commission last Saturday,
•
M.. A. H. Egan, superintendent of
Against Mr. Egau
this division of the Illinois Central
railroad, was put on the stand, and
most of his testimony was intended
Says Illinois Central Man Abused to make as bad an Impression against
Hini Ltel'aibie of Complaint
me personally and my tracks as posAgatsust the Railroad.
sible, and to do that he made quite
a number of statements that
were
not true, and
not
being satisfied
with what he heti said on the witness
LATTER HAS NOTHING TO SAY
stand he met me at the depot and
W. B. NVPIIERSON, Druggist,
..
abused me there in the hall of the IlPaducah, Ky.
linois Central depot in the presence
The
Louisville
Courier-Journal of one or more ladles.
says;
He said: "Eades, — — you, don't
In the way of a sequel to the two never ask me for any javors, for -days' hearing of Judge Judson C. you, yon.won't get them; you are
Clements, of the interstate commerce --d, — you, by your own people,
commission, of complaints of alleged and- you are not honorab
le; —you,
discrimination on the part of the Il- you are
dishonorable; ter don't
linois Central railroad in the supply- want to hit you now." And some othing of cars to coal opera:tors in west- er words that I don't remember
now,
ern Keutucky,eomes less than a week and, realizing that I was in
their deafter the adjournment of the hear- pot or building, I walked
off and left
ing, another complaint from William him talking, I was Informed by
Mr.
Eades, president of the Hilisyee Coal Riker, of the West Kentue
ky Coal
company, and who was chief 'plain- company, after getting
aboard the
Every man who has ever
tiff in the former inquisition. • leo! train, that Mr. Egan had also
cursed
worn one will attest to that
only does he complain of further'-al- him that evening,
and I have since
leged discrimination on the part of heard that he had a light Or
fact.
it some
the railroad, but makes strong charg- other coal operator that evening
.
es against A. II. Egan, superintendThis matter has grown in a busient of the Louisville division of the ness way to be very serious
with me,
Illinois Central, alleging abuse of and I think it is within the scope
of
himself ny Mr. Egan and personal vi- your jurisdiction or that
of the inYou don't mind,what you pay for a thing if the quality
olence offered by Mr. Egan to W. W. terstate commerce conamis
siorr to .afexperts. The process
warrants it. Take a ilanan or Stetson shoe at $5 and 16 and
Jenkins, of .Sturgis, who was a wit- ford me some relief,
and I ask that
ness at the recent hearing.
you take some action in any way you
you wont find their equal in value, or comfortable
or
He charges that Superintendent think best to protect
my business, as
snappy style anywhere. We show all the popular lasts of the
Egan on the afternoon the hearing my men are not getting
enough
before the interstate commerce com- work to provide provisi
season in patent leathers, gun-metal and tans.
on for their
5.4,
5/#,,Z1
.11IP
1
f(a.iv-/J.it
mission closed met him in the Sev- families and are leaving
me, and the
enth street station and cursed and expense of mainte
nance, etc., of my
abused him sad told hha that he mine and plant will soon
buy.
bankrupt me
need not ask for any favors, for he unless there is relief
getting
given at once
would not get them. He also speaks
Hoping you can give this matter
of Superintendent Egan striking your immediate attenti
•
405 Broadway.
on and that I
some one on the same evening in will hear something
favorable from
p.
his complaint to the Kentucky Rail- you soon, I remain
yours very truly,
road compression. He urges that he
WILLIAM FADES.
be afforded some relief from the disPINK STAR DERBY WINNER
Cincinnati; Gov. Beckham and other
crimination as practiced against his
The Alleged Assault.
BEFORE NOTABLE CROWD. notables. The finish was:
mine by the Illinois Central.
Mr. Fatties, who lives in Paducah,
Pink Star (Minder), J. Hal WoodGoes To Interstate Commission.
over the long distance telephone yesChurchill Downs, May 7.—The ford; Zal (D. Boland), William
The letter of complaint from Mr.
terday said that he had made a comthirty-third Kentucky Derby was run Gerst;
Oveland (Nicol), Martin Eades
to the
Kentucky
Railroad plaint to the Kentucky
Railroad comand won before one of the greatest Doyle..
commission has been sent by Chairmission again against
the Illinois
gatherings that ever witnessed the
man C. C. MeChord to Edward A.
Central and would stand by what he
CORN FLA KE
oldest classic of the American turf.
• —Do you own a house or a lot Moseley, secretary
CO
of the interstate said in his complai
BATTLE
nt. He said that
• It was a nassemblage that will be within a radius of five blocks of the commerce commission,
CREEX.14104
at Washing- Superintendent A.
IL Egan cursed
Id I
chronicled in the history of the race, post office? If you have a good brick ton, D. C.
him in the station in this city as be
house in desirable location and worth
Including, as it did, Mr. and
The complaint In full follows:
was leaving for his home, and said
Nicholas Longworth, the Hon. Jul- 916,000 we can sell it. We have a encl.
Hillside, Ky.. May 1, 1907.—Hon.
that
before that Superintendent Egan
tomer
waiting now. Both Mimes C. C. McChord, Chafrm
ius Fleischreann, former mayor of
an of Rail- had assaulted W.
the Murray Ledger, and ex-Postmate er than in
W. Jenkins, of the MURRAY'S NEW WE PLANT
127. H. C. Hollins, Teneheart Build- road Commission,
the appendix."
Louisville, Ky.— West Kentucky
WILL SOON BE ERECTED. ter K. Robinson, are proprietors of
,q4.1 toms:say in the
ing.
—May Lippincott's.
Dear Sir: I regret the nicessIty- of
41111
dining room of {tie Old Inn.
the new concern.
again calling on you for relief in the
Murray, Ky., May 1.—(Special)—
W. W. Jenkins was called over the
In Tooting, a London suburb, are matter of diecriptinatio
"The eel man was one in a thousn as practiclong distance telephone at hN home Murray is to have a new ice plant
two villas, side by side. One is ed against me by
What the Ailment Was.
For beautifying your yards and
end!"
the Illinois Central
in Starg:s. Ky., yesterday afternoon of six tons capacity. The work is
estimates on dower beds we
When Senator Hoar !earned that a
lamed "Iodine" and the other "Ar- railroad in the car service.
"Yes; his three sons are all ciwill call and see you. l'hone
and said that he was tarn& in the already fast progressing, and the friend who they thought had appennica."
We
have
phers."—. Louisville Courier-Jourorders for all the coal we
Schmaus Bros. for the largest
can produce and run the mines ev- face by Superintendent A. II. Egan in plant will be operating in a short dicitis was in reality snffering froen nal.
and most complete stock ot
!lowers and plants in the city.
of acute indigestion, 'iae smiled genially.
—We can eell your house on
ery day, and have only been furnish- the 0:c1 Inn dining room on the even- time. T. B. Wright, formerly
ing that
the interstate commerce
"Really," said he, "that's good news.
Free delivery to any
fee-son street. We have A
Usually, a woman of uncertain age
customer ed five. cars since the 23d day of commis
sion closet its sitting in LouI rejoice for my friend that the vonpart of the city.
roe five or nix room house east of April, two of which are standin
remains at a certain age for long
g insville.
He said that the difficulty
ble lies in the* table of contents rath-ttme.
Lighteenth on Jefferson. Will pay part loaded waiting for other cars
to was the
result of the hearing before
. 163,300 to $1,000. H. C. Hollins, Beal be placed so that we can load
Eloth Phones; 192.
them the
•
Interstate commerce commission,
Estate and Reintaljk Trueheart Bldg. out.
Both Phones 127.
Superintendent A. H. Egan, when
Cars ere scarce, but our neighbor
asked last night In regard to the
mines are working, some of them
Editor of the
almost every day for the past week or trouble with
W. W. Jenkins and
New York Daily and Weekly People
two, while we have only got to load William Eades, said that he had no
stateme
nt to make in regard to the
three cars In the past eight days.
I am sure they are trying to put affair.
Renowned thinker and
Capital
4
$2.30,000.00
On healing that another complaint
me out of business and unless I can
)ebate
r, will champion
Surplus and undivided profits
had
100,000.00
been
filed
get
some
by
Willia
immedi
m
ate
Eadeb
relief they will
Stockholders liability
labor's cause in a lecwith the Kentucky Railroad commis230,000.00
ture
at the
sion, a reporter stared Chairman McTHE GREAT SCIENTIST
Total
•
Chord for a copy of it, which he fur, $300,000.00
Total resources
nished. Chairman MeChord said he
Arrives With His Instructors.
1)1 REcTORS:
had sent the complaint to WashingW. F. Bnulehaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw,
ton and he did not know what steps
Attorneys; J. A. - They Say They Will Prove All
That
Batter, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of
he would take in the matter. He will
Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Haft Been Told.
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A.
Pettey Supply Co.: Boat
likely make some inquiry as to just
Supplies.: C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke &
Sovis,Wholnsale Dry Goods;
The Root Juice scientist and hie what power the commission has in
Muscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water
Co.
wife are plain, practical people, and the matter of protecting its witnessGEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
seem to have the interest of humani tie after they have testified. ChairAll workers and sympathizers
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ty at heart. No one can meet them man MeChord will leave -for Washare earnestly requested to atED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
without liking them. While they tee ington tonight, when the matter will
be taken up with the interstate corndepends largely on its sanitary equipme
tend.
of many great things Root Juice
nt. You should be
has
done; they never make a statement rnerce commission. He will be accomexceedingly careful to have
without proving it.
s
The scientist panied by several Louisville men inthe bathroom as teetoughly modern as-it
terested in the complaint filed ever
said: "I was very glad to come
to
is possige to make it.
a year ago by Owensboro business
Paducah and earnestly hope
that
Root Juice will make as many cures men.
We can solve the plumbing question
for
here as elsewhere. However, I fear
you by having our skilled plumbers install
the supply will run short. as the
"Stoodome Porcelain Enameled Plumbing
delaud for the Juice is so great that it
Fixtures. A "Storifierd" Modern
Bathhard to fill all orders. Often people?
room will add a wealth of health to
your
II get a bottle and after taking a
home and will increase its selling value
w doses, Improvement is so great
as
National League.
well. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
ey will come back to the drug store
New
York, May 7.— National
get more. But have to go away
league games were ail postponed on
]sappointed.because all was sold and
account of rain.
0 stock could pot be replenished for
veral days on account of rush orAmerican heasrne.
.re at the labaratory. Root Juice is
Only one American League.
(I for $1.00 a bottle, or three for
R H E
32.50. It would be advisable to take
•
Chicago
Is not
5 9 2
tbe $2,50. worth, as the Alvey & List
Cleveland
1 7 1
drug people will return every cent If
Batteries— Smith and Sullivan;
the Juice does not benefit from the
Liebbardt, Berger and Clark.
very start.
It eliminates poisons
In olden times tradesmen
from the blood by creating a healthy
American Associalinn•
stood at their shop doors
artlon of eGe liver and kidneys.
It
Kannaa City-Louisville, rain, no
and cried their wares. In
creates a good appetite and causes
game.
these
the food to he digested.
modern
times
it's
It gives
A genta for
merit that brings auctese.
health and strength to weak, nervous
Milwaukee
That's the reason we have
People and relieve* many troubles
Indianapolis
been so successful.
by removing a few causes. Commencing at 9 o'clock this a. tn. at Alvey &
Minneappolis
EYES EXAMINED FREE
List's drug store the Root Juice peoToledo
• •
BIggeast and Oldestple will be pleased to show the wonderful Juice to all that call and give
About the time man gets used to
Optical lleadqvartars al Paducah
a tree dose to those who wish to teat
himself the undertaker gets busy
Campbell 1E3uttc.itrig, Pesch.scetti, Ky.
609 OR OA()WAY
with him,
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THIS

William

OnYour
incl

There are just two ki4ds
of Corn Flakes. One is the
genuine—the other 14 are mere
upshots— worthless imitations, placed
on the market in less than a year.
The intention of the imitator is to confuse
you, by copying the name and package of the
original. It is their business to profit by the wonderful demand for "Corn Flakes' which was created by
the deliciousflavor of the

A HANAN SHOE
WILL OUT WEAR
ANY SHOE MADE

GENUINE

TOASTED CORN FLAKES

S5 and $O limn Oxfords

But just remember: It took ten years to perfect thii flavor. It is
the product of the world's greatest food
of preparing
is known only to the makers. And it cannot be copied.
That is why we want to impress upon
your mind the importance of the signature
of X -ff.
appears only on the
package of the genuine.
Look for it
when you
rt is your absolute guide
Ji
in
the right Corn Flakes— the
only one with a real flavor.

fit,

COCHR.AN SHOE CO.

TOASTE
ORN
FLAKES

1

FLOWERS

At all Grocers.
A large package 10c.

Battle Creek
Toasted Coin Flake Co.,
Battle Creek. Mich.

4

SCHMAUS BROS.

Daniel De Leon

NEED LUMBER?
Buy your Lumber, Sashes, Shingles
and Mouldings from

American-German National Bank

The Fooks,Acree Lumber Co.

County Court House
Tuesday Night, May 7

and save your money, for it is not the
money you make but the money. you
save that counts.
Both Phones 1276.
Tenth and Monroe Sts. I

At 8 o'clock.

Early Times

BASEBALL NEWS

And

Jack Beam

bottled just as soon as it
attains the required four years of
age, but it enjoys the full eight
year bonded period and is not
bottled until it is eight years old.
Watch the stamp--it protects you.

Merit in Eye.
Glasses

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Travelers Insurance Co.

STEINFELO OPTICAL CO,

•

Office Phones 369.

Residence Phones 726

•it
•

•

No Home in Paducah is Complete Without a
Copy of The Sun, 10c a Week.

I•'or durability, beauty
and satisfaction
should be

Kamleiter,the Grocer,
has the goods that
will do the work.

Slate or Tin Shingles
For estimates call on

Phone 207.

On Yoar

Plumber
Steam Fitter, Sanitary Expert.
Both Phones 201.

Large moving vans. Competent men.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Old Furniture?
Makes it Look

Like New

Pays 4 per cent in.

Get it at

HANK

terest on deposits. $1

DAVIS
•

Tasteful
Jewelry:Store,
Shows the largest assortment in Paducah.

Wall Papering
And

Decorating

SANDERSON & CO.

You will want'your cirpets cleaned, and well cleaned, too. Don't hire
a man with si broodpstick to do the
work; he will beat the very life out
of your carpet and even then It won't
be c'ean. Our new rotary carpet
cleaner takes every particle of dust
makes it
aut of the carpet and
fresh and bright as new. Call 121
and let us tell you about it.
NEW (ITT LAUNDRY AND
CARPET CLEANING WORKM.

SHERRILL=RUSSELL
LUMBER CO.,Inc.
Both Phones 295.

Eleventh and Tennessee Sts.

Manufacturers,
Dealers Building Material of All Kinds.
Wholesale and Retail.

•

•••,„

S
•
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banks, Secretary Coot, Speaker CanME.11(X)14 MOTHER.
non and Governor Hughes, ;Mould
all be working to elect the governor,
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
Parent of President DIAZ DiVR From
and no one should consider the canPneumonia Attack.
IT TEE SUN PUBLISMNO CO. didacy of any one
man for the presiInCORPORATIED
•
F. M. FISHER, President, dency of the United States worth the MAY BE FEATURE OF "THREE
City of Mexico, May 7.— Mrs.,Ansacrifice of the whole party in
LINKS" BUILDING.
B. J. PAXTON, General Manager.
a
guatine Castello de Romero Rubio,
state as doubtful as Kentucky is this
SUBSCRIPTION HATES,
the mother of Mrs. Diaz, wife of the
lintered at the postodlee at Paducah, year.
president of this republic, died toKy. as second class matter.
night after an illness of but a
Odd
Fellow
Employ
few
s
A.
L.
Laselte
THE DAILY SUN
r
GOVERNOR HUGHES.
hours. President Dias and Mrs. Diaz
By Carrier, per week
To Prepare Plans For Remod10
"Looming up" as a presidential
and numerous relativesi were at the
By mall, per month, In advance.. 26
eling Structure.
By mall, per year, in advance.-.82 50 possibility 18 a trite phrase, but it
bedside when the end came. Death
THE WEEKLY SUN
suits the personality of Governor
was due to pneumonia. She played a
For year, by mall, postage pald..81.00 Hughes
prominent part in the political his, of New York, to a "T." It
Address TI1E SUN, Paducah, Ky.
Last night It committee appointed tory
would not be strange, if after the
.of the republic and was loved by
Office, 116 South Third.
from the Odd Fellows lodge formally ail classes.
Phone 858 strenuous administration
of Presisigned up a contract with Architect
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK,
Payne & Young, Chicago and New dent Roosevelt, an exhausted
The mourning over her sudden takconYork, representatives.
NNW
stituency should turn with delight to A. L. Lassiter to draw plans for the ing off is universal.
reconstruction of the Longfellow
THE BUN can be found at the follow- the contemplation of the quiet
figure
school at Fifth street and Kentucky
ing places:
TUBERCULOSIS INFECTION.
Modern Squaws.
•
'
of Mr. Hughes in the white house.
TO REVERSE RULING.
'plied, "No, sah!"
R. D. Clements & CO.
avenue to be known as the "Three
(Leslie
's Weekly.)
And
see
how
Hughes' political enethat
Van Culin Bros.
hear
you
glad
very
"I
to
am
Links" building. There is some doubt Human and Bovine
If the woman of the Twentieth Distillers and Rectifiers Are FlockCauses Cousklermies in New York are forcing him
Palmer House.
have been doing better lately," re
as to just how the building will be
century is going to give the greater
ed at Washington.
John Wilhelm's.
lug to Washington.
Into public notice.
plied the evangelist, "and hope you
They did the remode
led. "We have been requested
part of her waking hours to unnecsame thing with
Roosevelt—domi- to consider
will continue now to lead a holy and
an auditorium, and will
Washington, May 7.— Tuberculo- essary care of her bods, she sinks
Washington, May
nated him for vice-president to oust
7.—Dhittllers Christian life. 'Rastus."
embody this in our instructions to sis infection from
bovine and other to the level of the Indian squaws,who and rectifiers are flocking to Washhim from Albany, which they now
After the revival meeting was over,
the architect", Mr. Peter Beckenbach germs versus. infection throug
h hu- were the pets of the great chiefs hun- ington to try to induce the prealtrnt
regret. They will have even more a membe
'Itastut hurried out of the tent with
r of the committee, stated man germs was discussed at
I.
dreds of years ago. The squaws were
length
to reverse his ruling in regard to the this wife, who had heard the catechlzregret in regard to Hughes. We do this morning.
"We have met a num- today. At the meeting of the national oiled and painted and overhung with
TUESDAY. MAY 7.
labeling of whisky. They exPect to trig her husband had received. When
not share the Chicago Tribune's es- ber of prospective
office tenants and association for the study and preven- sharks' teeth and wampum —they
have a hearing befores-Attorney Gen- they were finally out of everybody's
timate of him, as a "well intentioned are sure we will have
no trouble ini tion of tuberculosis, in third annual had rings on their fingers an bells
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
eral Bonaparte tomorrow.
nonentity" if left alone. Hughes disposing of every office
hearing, 'Resells drew a long breath
for which session here. The question was not on their toes. What real differences
April, 1007.
'
works quietly and consistently, even we arrange in the new
relief, and, turning to his wife, ex•
of
settled
are
April 1...3895
there
betwee
,
buildin
and
n
those
the
g."
proposi
fine ladies
April 16...3910
tion
was
doggedly; but he never was a nonDucked.
claimed:
mooted of appointing a committee to of today? And yet there echo in the
April 2. 3900
April it...3906
.
entity. He is not so effervescent as
Senator Bacon recently tald his calcontinue their study of that subject. ears of the modern woman the cry
April 3...3897
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
"Mandy, if he'd er said ducks I'd
April 18...3908
our popular president. He has betPalmer—J, E. Brock, Greenfield, Several papers were read and a gen- of the tenement house, the cry of the leagues Vhe following story about an been a lost nigger suah!"—Haxperr's
April 4...39,6
April 19...3906
ter self-control. He has no idlosyn- Tenn.; J. R. Nelson
child laborer, the cry of all the press- old Georgia negro who was (notorious Weekly.
April 5...38
, Cincinnati; D. eral discussion follewed each.
April 30...3935
cracies, no vanities. Apparently, he E. Penick, Union
ing, unsolved problems of the home for his chicken stealing,but who,after
April e...3at
City. Tenn.; W. H.
April 22...3987
is pleased and satisfied with the con- , Euler, Louisville;
and of the world—the cry of her own having been persuadk to attend a
Relations Are Broken OR.
April 8...3900
Z. T. Pose, IndiaApril 23...3896
—Do you want to sell a house 01
templation of a task well performed. napolis; G. M.
Washington, May 7.— Although Immortal soul— the while she daw- religious revival, bad expreseed his
April 9...3941
Green, Nashville; S.
April 24...4097
three
or four rooms on paymentol
dles over her silly face and grimaces desire to live a better life, and
He made no display of his work in B. Levy, Atlanta;
April 114...3959
was $20 cash and
W. G. Orr, St. telegraph wires have not brought to
April 25...4115
$20 per month? .Our
before
Washin
the
mirror
gton
a
insura
!
The
nce
the
squaw
actual news of the
investigations. He gave Louis; J. M. McCandless.
was tile called; to be questioned.
April 11...394.0
April 26...4119
Memphis;
client will pay. $500 to $1,000. Both
severance of diplomatic relations of nobler woman of the two. At least
out no interviews, He made no boast.;A. F. Blaeas, Louisvi
"Well,
'Rastu
s,"
said
April 12...3965
the revival- Phones 127.
lle; Robert Hall,
April 27...4125
H. C. Hollins, Real EMGuatemala and Mexico, officials here she "lived up to ;her lights." The let, "I hope you
His work was even characterized New York; C.
April 13...4-0,12
are new prepared to tate and Rentals
G. Beale, Evan-ville;
April 29...4155
, Tracheate Building.
whole
"beautification" enterlarise is MY* a Christi
have no doubt that Mexico took the
more
by
modera
tion
than
an
enthusi- A. S. Warnick, Columbus, 0.
April 15...391e
Ilfe in accordance
April 30...4132
.
delosiv
action
e.
woman
The
today
who
that
will
scrupu
asm.
result
- with rules of the church. 'Have you
It was well done. It was vigin givBelvedere—R. ;M. Mounce. BrookTotal
103,237
ing to the Guatemalan minister in lously -regards neatness, who
"Why do you
ob- been stealing any chickens lately
permit so many
orously prosecuted.
When he fin- port; A. V. Balsden, Atlanta; G. H.
Average for April, 1906
?"
,
4018
Mexico passports for his withdrawal. serves the laws of health, who does
noises on the streets?" asked the viaished with the insurance companies Smalley, Chicago;
'No,
sah!
I
Average for April, 11907
ain't
stole
no
chicke
C. M. Carney, Cin The Mexica
n
3971
n minister in Guatemala is the duty of each day as though it ob
itor. "Well, you sei.v replied
the
there was nothing left for them. but 'cinnati; J. P. Hanlon
late."
, Indianapolis; now preparing
might
be
her
last,
Philadelphian, "they distract the atand
then
to
return
gives
home.
to reorganize and do right, There S. L. Links, Louisvi
"Have
you
stolen
any
turkey
s or
lle; A. J. Ransom
47
her best efforts to making her world
tention of strangers so they don't
pigs, then?"
Personally appeared before me, Hughes rested. The 8011 of it all Buffalo; L. Stranger, Cincinnati.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE WANTED. better and happier, without
notice the dirt."—Philadelphia Ledmuch
this May 1, 194#7, E. J. Paxton, gen- did not throw him off his balance. I
New
'Rastu
s looked grieved when he re ger.
Richmond—J. F. Heath,
We are trying to satisfy one of our considering her own complexion
,
eral manager of The Sun, who af- He stopped when his task was fin- Birmingham; Chris Haralambe, Mem clients
with e four room cottage in that woman is not only admirable for
firms that the above statement of ished, and justice had been done.'phis; J. B. Williams, Burdette;
H. B. good neighborhood and within a rea- her character, but she is also likely
the circulation of The Sun for the He made no eftprt to be nominated -Mitchell, Golconda, Ill.;
Joseph sonable distance of I. C. shops. Will to be far better looking than
her
month of April, 1907, is true to the for governor of New York. It was Frankel, Louisville; Mrs. James ,pay $1,000 to $1,300
powdered.
cash. Tele- be-laced, over-dressed,
just the logical consequence of his Walker, Mound
best of his knowledge and belief.
City; J. B. ,Newburch phone Hollins & Bamberg, Real Es- rouged, "created,"
massaged
and
work. He made possibly too little Kennett, Mo.;
PETER PURYEAR.
J. R. Covington, Me- tate and Rentals, Truebeart Building. over-manipulated sister.
effort to be elected. As executive he tropolls; J.
Notary Public.
W. Davis, Brookport; S. Both Phones 127.
My commission expires January has had a scrupulous regard for ex- L. Dale, Kevil; W. B. Fort, Birmin
She Couldn't Help It.
gecutive and legislative responsibility. ham; R.
22, 1908.
—Every day new people are comM. Longworth, Memphis.
One of the brightest and nicest litHe has not used the patronage of
St. Nicholas—Mrs. R. Orm, Car- ing into the city—many of them
to tie patients in the surgical ward of
his office to influence legislation. terville,
Ill.; E. F. Holmes, Hender- establish homes here. They have no one of the city hospitals lay on her
Daily Thought.
The result has been a temporary de- son; B. L. Parker
This world's no blot for us
, Howell; R. A. Ad- prejudice about stores They get bed moaning with pain, says the Bosfeat for him in his effort to remove ams, Clay: Jean
Nor blank, it means intensely,
C. Griffin, Dycus- 'their first impressions from the ads. ton Poet. She had' just come to conand
a corrupt insurance commissioner; burg; Silas Manus,
.means good;
Dycusburg; Bob So that there is no day on which it sciousness after a sillght operation
but who can say his policy is not Trousdall, Paris; Lester
To find its rdeaning is my meat
Bead, Paris; is not important to advertise effec- and though only 5 years old, was exand
right. The unfitness of the commis- Charles Pember, Symsonia;
drink.
R. S. tively.
hibiting heroic nerve.
sioner has been made plata by the Schisler. Emporia, Va.; J. M. Muriel,
Robert Browning.
Yet she couldn't keep from occaBusiness Phones_.......A2.50 per month
governor. The responsibility for his Metropolis; W. G. Quinn, Johnston
The tenderest thing in the world Is sional low cries escaping her. She was
retention is clearly resting on the Gity, Ill
Residence Phone ........._$1.50 per month
TAFT AND HIS FRIENDS.
a women's hand when it caresses. the sort of child who hates above all
Secretary of War William Taft is leaders of the legislature. Their own
But when it hes a grip on a man's things to give trouble, and when one
I
In need of being rescued from his corruption has been exposed, May- -The coal yield of Great Britain is
hair—well, that's another story. — of the nurses stopped before her and,
iN
friends. They—some of them—are be Hughes' quiet, temperate, relent- now about 236,000,000 tons a year. Chicag
as she thought, looked a bit reo News.
willing to jeopardize party interest, less methods are inexorable, and as
proachful down se her, glie explained',
party harmony and party prospects, compelling in the long run as the
between the paroxylsms with a pitiful
in an effort to saddle on local organ- more exhilarating
political exhibilittle smile:
izations the burden of his candidacy tions to which we have become ac"Oh. Miss Sinith.eI can't help it. I
before the occasion arises. In doing customed.
can't help it! I'm not used to operThere is no harm in placing rethis they are bringing his name into
ations."
disrepute as a disorganizer and sub- sponsibility where it belongs. Whatjecting him to criticism which
he ever the , ultimate outcome, the New
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
does not deserve. Secretary Taft York political tricksters find it is
Peery do-e makes you leelbetter. Lax-Pos
would make an exceedingly strong folly to try to trick an honest man.
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-back plea everywnere Price 50 cents.
candidate for the presidency, but let
us do one thing at a time and in orWe can't withhold Pity from
"What won't a man do for a. womthe
der. We are not considering a pres- fellow, who has no social positio
n and
an when he's in love with her?""
Yes
idential rare just now, but a guber- Is afraid he will lose It.
but what won't a woman do to
a
natorial race.
Chicago had a "clean-up day" yesman when he's in love with her?"—
The
Louisville Evening Post, terday. All the schools dismissed
Chicago Journal.
which has but recently shaken off and 250,000 children joined in the
its Democratic ties and declares it- crusade against dirt. Streets, alleys,
Prices from $2..S0 to 45 for large roomy
To be willing to be saved alone is
home sites, one
self free from the yoke of party yards, parks and courts were swept,
to be lost.
acre and more in each Ore, fronting on 100
foot graded avaffiliation, is behind a movement in and last night Chicago was hidden
enue, some of them on 60 foot gravel
Louisville to secure for Secretary under the blaze of bonfires. There
ed
street,
terms paySPRING FEVER DAYS.
Taft the indorsement of the state are some things, even in Chicago.
ment 1-3 cash, balance one and two years'
time,
convention. That is wrong, and the worthy of emulation. We should be
How To Avoid the Lazy Feeling
s
a trifle afraid personally to tackle
'
Louisville Post has not now
That Come With Mild, Warm
and some
Located on Pines road between Thomas
of
Paduca
h'
alleys.
If the
never had at heart the interest of
Boswell and Lloyd
Weather.
hoard of public works feels that it
the Republican party.
Spring fever days are here. They
Doewell lands. The 100 foot avenue those
It has not has
offers on, is to be
no money to burn, disinfecting
even at heart the welfare of the
..come with the advent of warm
weathalleys, one of our civic organizations
extended through Gregory Height lauds, and
country. Its editor. with characteker, and stay until frost—with some
only about two
might institute a cleaning up
day
people.
heir audacity, is simply pinning his
blocks from these lands to Electric ialiroa
d
atei we could
throug
h Gregory
burn some of the
Spring fever is not confined
faith to the Taft candidacy, hoping
to;
Heights lands.
trash.
this vicinity only. Every locality
thereby if luck fa with him, t; be
.41 '4 N
_
.• ,.i A. :Air
has
It, to a degree.
father to
movement.that w
put
While his parents, carried away by
Appreciated right, it Is a Godsend,
Am selling home sites here by the acre
the paper at the head of tht local
at lower price than
the dramatic possibilities of the sitas it reminds you that you
Republican organization as Its organ,
It
is
boy
should
-proo
ordina
f.
ry 50 foot lots will be selling across
It is rair.uation, had hired detectives scouring
put
Pines road in Greyour body in good condition
and-price the editor in a commandfoe
the country in search of his supposed
proof. It is moth -proof.
gory Heights tract in few weeks. Very best
summer, the hardest season
ing position under the national adof
residence location
th•
abductors, little Horace Marvin, of
year. The liver, the stomac
Its seams are reinforced
ministration.
in reach of Paducah and where will be
h, the
Dover, Delaware, lay in a cold swamp
the
high grade resibowels and the kidneys,' the akin
Secretary Taft ha a strong fol- until he
and
and then doubly reindence sections of future. Get bargains
slowly starved to death
blood, every organ and functio
now by the acre and
n ,
lowing In Kentucky, and the national few rods from
.„
forced again. Its buttons
his home. If they had
needs attention, just as a locomo
nave plenty room,
tive
administration is as popular as ever. Just considered
of the natural theorY
Sti 1 . t.".
does
at
the
end of a run of a;honwon't come off. So much
The latter will he indorsed by the to account for
the lad's absencedred miles, and th people who
ap484 for its boy-proof qualities.
state convention heartily and titian- hut "whet might have been"
is A era preciate this fact are our healthi
est
i-MOnaii.: but not Secretary Taft as a el subject.
As for style, it is made up
people.
presidential candidate, nor any other
Osteopathy is the one natural
in the prevailing new fashman. There may be Republicans in
IN HUMOROUS VEIN.
treatment in all conditions of stomions for boys aged 8 to 16
Kentucky who prefer Fairbanks for
ach, liver, bowel, kidney, skin
•
and
provident, or Root, or one of a half
Love makes the heaviest load seem
blood disorders. Without the
and comes in the prettiest
use of
ril;
se
-other favorite sons. They light.
any medicines, with proper
•
dlet,with
shades and patterns we
have just as much right to their
the dry hot air treatment, where
in
have
choice. as have the Taft men, and the
seen in years. Sounds
cheated, the osteopathic treatm
Don't borrow trouble. If Yon
ent Is
have
Taft men have no right to go into a the borrow
an assured and permanent cure.
expensive. But it isn't.
ing habit, borrow money.
state convention railed for the sole
I should like to talk to you at any
It's a suit we call "an extime about the treatment for
purpose of nominating
candidates
yourGirl (to crying little brother)—
tra value" for
self, or any member of Your
for state office, and representing no- "Aren'
family,
t you ashamed of
yourself.
and the hest testimonials I can
body's sentiments hut their own as Dick?
offer
Bobble says he has already
you of the treatment are the
to the providential choice and cram given
comyou two bites." Dick- -"But
mendations of Paducah people whom
a Taft resolution down the throats it's
my apple!"—Life.
you know well, who have taken
of the other delegates.
the
The boy will like it, too.
treatment.
Let the presidency alone, and let
"By tbe way," remarked Brag.
Especially is Osteopathy a ration-'
us all unite in choosing a winning
Icy, in en effort to make Was Ktite
al treatment of ailments peculia ti
r
ticket for next fall. That will aid
Jealous, "I was -alone for quite a
children.
us in melting rot? demands far
a while hied evening with ohm whom
Phone me at 1407, or call at my
I
voice In the selertion of the next admire
very much."
office, upstairs, 616 Broadway,
replied
and,
•
,
president of some force. Friends of Miss Kul*,
"alone, were you?" —
I shall he pleased td advise
lUJ
with
Secretary Taft, Vlee-Preeldent Fair- Plilledelph la
Old Phone 997-r
you.
Press.- s- --s

AUDITORIUM

IROVAILL

Made from pure grape cream
of tartar, and absolutely free from lime,
alum and ammonia.
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The Handiest Thing Around The Home,
A Good Working Telephone
Use the Home Telephone. It gives the
service.

PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc.

CH
OI
CE
ACRE
HOMES

Here, gamma, is Our

"BOYTROOF SUIT"

j

• See Plat and Look
at Land Before Choice
Selections Are All Gone
.................

$3.50

W. M. JANIEs
Trueheart Building

DR. G. B. P'RGAGE.
:-.4eesesseeseee
'
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IN THE COURTS

of the Cchurch Furnishing society.
'After a brief business :session the occasion was informally eocial. An attractive musical program was rendered by Mrs. Maude Blanchard, of
Boston Mass., Mrs. George 0. hart,
Mrs. David Flournoy, Mrs. James
Will Be at Home Here.
Circuit Court.
'Mayfield, KY.. May 7.-At the res- Weill°, Mi-a Aline Bagby and Mr.
H. A. Utiles againat the Paducah
planned Traction company, verdict for the deidence Of J. R. Crossley Sunday af- Will Reddick. A prettily
ternoon at 5:30 O'clock, Miss Adelle luncheon was served by Mrs. Utter- fendant. Uhles claims he was permanently injured in the spine by being
May Martinettl, of Columbus, was back.
jerked off a car at Thud street and
united in marriage to Mr. Joe Marre,
Change of Place For Liebling
"Stingey" alley last February. He
of Paducah. The Rev. C. A. WarRecital.
is a well known union leatherworker.
terfield performed the ceremony in
The Liebling piano recital will be
the presenoe of a few friends and
No Police Court,
relatives. The bride is the lovely held at the Kentucky! theater on
One hundred pairs white lace One hundred and fifty pairs
Police Judge D. A. Cross is still out
young daughter of Mr. C. Martinetti, June 1 'insteid of at the Woman's
of white and arab curtains
house, as there is no certainty of of the city and no court was held tocurtains which are worth
of Columbus, Ky., and a sister of club
which are worth $2.50 WC
the latter place being ready by that day.
Mrs. J. It. Croepley, of this city. Se
$1 50 and $1.75 pair, full three pair. They come in madras,
date. Tris will give the Crescendo
W. M. Mitchell, of Eighth and Harhas frequently
visited
this city,
cable
nets
and
a
few
braided
club the advantage of placing more ris streets, was arrestes for
and one-half yards lut;fand
keepIS THE GOODat TO MAKE YOUR
where she has made many
warm
patterns. We will, probably
tickets, as the, seating capacity of ing open on Sunday.
very wide. This curtain is not be able to offer
friends by her charming personality
this value
WALLS CLEAN, PRETTY, HEALthe lower floor of the Kentucky is
Lige Taylor, colored, was arrested
and beauty. She is a beauty of the twice the
again.
a very special value.
limit set on the number of for being drunk and disorderly.
THY
AND ARTISTIC. IT CHANGES
brunette type, and 'also
possesses tickets to be sold for the club audithat beauty of character that wins torium. As there are many
inquiries
HOLDS FIRST MEETING.
THE COLOR, MAKES HOME LOOK
friends wherever site goes. Mr. in regard to the recital the club feels
NEW AND CHEERFUL FOR THE
Marre is a valued employe of the there will be DO difficulty' in having Board Appointed
to Consider Foursee her friends. Miss Bodenheimer is Illinois Central Railroad company, a fine house to greet Mr. Liebling.
teen-Foot Channel Proposition.
LITTLE SUM OF
exceedingly popular in Paducah, her with headquarters at Paducah. He
Miss Eunice Mansfield is the guest
old home, and her return will be Is a genial and populpr young man
St. Louis, Mo., May 7.-The board
of interest to a large circle of friends and deserves the prize he has won. of Mr. and Mrs.Valter Mansfield at appointed by the secretary of war to
After receiving the congratulations Fulton.
and acquaintances.
consider the establishing of a fourApo
-Combined sadd:e and harness of each guest present, the couple
Mrs. Michael iseman and daugh- teen-foot channel from St. Louis to
horses age a destenct type and breed. left at 6:48 for Memphis, Biloxi and
ters, Misses Ladessa and Mary, have the mouth of the Mississippi river in
--Baled straw at Kamleitees.
they -are high-close drivers and five- New Orleans for a bridal trip: after
returned after a visit to Mrs. Claude accordance with an act of congress.
-For Dr. Pendley, ring 416.
gaited saddlers. Combined horses which they will return to Paducah
approved March 2 last, held its first
Higgins, at Mayfield.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
are
She moat beautiful and the most and be at home to their friends after
-James T. Walbert camp. ConfedM. B. Mallette, of Mayfield, came meeting here today and organized by
In demand; command a ready sale. May 20th, at 1209 Jefferson street,
erate veterans will meet tonight at
to Paducah Sunday and was accom- electing Col. Clinton B. Sears, U. S.
and
bring the highest prices of any Paducah. The out-of town
guests
the city hal Ito arrauge for attending
panied home by his wife, who has A., engineer corps, at St. Louis, presof the breeds. The stallion "Rebel who attended the wedding were: Mr.
ident. The other members of the
the reunion at Richmond, Va.
been visiting relatives in Paducah.
Dare," King Pin of the Padueah J. Martinetti and wife, of Columbus,
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 404)%
Mr. Lemuel Perkins and family board present were Col. C. M. Town
Horse Show 1906, now at the Lang Mrs. C. 0. Griffin, Paipcah; Mrs. J.
Broadway. Phone 196.
spent Sunday with the family of J. send, of Cleveland, and Col. W. H.
farm near Paducah, is a registered C. May and son, Jackson, Miss.,
Bixby, of Chicago, and Maj. Henry R.
-Dr. H. P. Sights tonight will enM. Perkins near Mayfield.
oombined horse of the highest breed- E. May, Fulton.
tertain the McCracken Courtly MediMiss Nellie Grief and Mr. Aubrey Richardson, of Louisiania. The sesing and type od this useful horse,
cal society. His paper will be on
Thomas, of Mayfield, are visiting rel- sions are held behind closed doors.
and the only one in west Kentucky
Hopkinstille Engagement.
"Hytil ro-Nephisis."
atives in this city.
fully representing his class.
The engagement is announced of
SALOME STORMS PARIS.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro,Mrs. Daisy Winfrey, of Mayfield.
-The meeting of the Ladies' Aux- Miss Katherine Manson, of Hopkinsduct. Remember that.
has returned home.
Incorporated.
iliary of the Knights of 'Columbus viiie, Ky., to Major Cyrus S. Radford,
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
Mrs. George 'Keller and children Wilde's Equivocal Play Stirs Up the
has been pilgtponed from May 8 to of the U. S. Marine Corps, at WashFrenchmen.
it Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
have returned from Springfield. Ill.,
ington, the marriage to take place in
May 15.
Paris, May 7.-Straus' "Salome",
--Ground will be broken ThursTipton,
M.
accompanied
Mrs.
E.
by
---Nseaaing invitations, announce- June. Miss, Masson and Major Radthe one-act ours. by Oscar Wilde, the
day for the new fiats at Seventh
FURNISHED front room for rent.
ments and every character of en- ford are both known to many Pada-- who will spend the summer here.
production of which in Ne wYork
Electric lights. Apply to 513 North
street and Kentucky avenue being
Ross
Memwill
go
to
Miss
Hattie
graved work Is given careful, per- caftans in touch with
Hopkinsville
last winter caused considerable proSixth street.
built by Mrs. harry Tandy. The
sonal attention at the Sun Job office. society, of which they are prominent phis today.
test, was given for the first time in
house now on the lot will be turned
FOR artistic and up-to-date room
Vernon,
Way,
Winifred
of
Me
Miss
-The ladies' committee, which members.
Paris at the Chatelet • Theater Last
around to face Seventh street. Jack
decorating see Rigby, 220 Adams
Ind., will arrive the. last of this week
has charge of the Music Festival to
night before a notable audience,
Cole is the coetractor.
street, or phone 1935.
to visit 'Mrs. Harry G., McElwee.
A t t ractis-e Shirtwaist Display.
be held at Wallace park, this month,
which included President FaIlleres,
--You know your calling cards
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicyIRVIN POLK hag best and cheapMr. William Richardson, of Chica- several members
The ladies of the Church Furnishdesires ail 'the children between the
of the cabinet and a cles, 326-328 South Third street.
are correct when they come from the
est pasture in the county. For parages of ten and sixteen who care to ing society of the First Christian go, Is in the city.
large
gathering
of
diplomats.
The
Sun office. Script cards and plate,
QUICK MEALS at all vours, Buch- ticulars ring 911 ring 1.
take advantage of the instructions church wilt have a shirtwaist sale,
Miss Nola Hall will go to Mem- opera was greeted with immense en$1.50 a hundred; the Old English at
anan's 219 „Kentucky .neenies.
the work will give them, and take Saturday, May 11, at 510 Broadway, phis today for a visit.
thusiasm.
FOR RENT- Four rooms and hall
$3.00.
BUCHANAN'S Restaurant. Open upstairs.
part in the chorus, ho meet tomorrow In the Columbia building. The disMrs. Leslie &motels, of Bardstown
Gas and water, 415 Souris
-County Clerk Hiram
Smedley
day and night, 219 Kentucky avenue.
afternoon at 4:30 o'clock at the Ea- play will be especially attractive and is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Third street.
has turned over to Sheriff John
•Matinee Musical owe,
a varied
gles' hall. A chorus of as many will Include
assortment Richard G. Terrell,
WASITEID-Job press feeder. PaThe Matinee Musical club
WANTED- Everybody to knor
Ogilvie copies of the tax books and
will
voices as can be secured is to be or- from the elaborate and dainty lingeducah Printing and Bookbinding Co.
Eugene
and
Potter
Thomas
Messrs.
that we have fish food for sale. Biedhave its regular meeting tomerrow
the sheriff will begin at once to colganized and will be directed by Band- rie blouse to the simple shirtwaist in Graves yesterday went to Louisville
DANCE Wednesday night, May 8, erman's.
afternoon at the parish house of
lect taxes. It requires a month to
it
the tailored style.
master Innes,
at
Red Men's Hall given by the CanDerby
attend
races.
the
to
Grace church. Mrs. David Flournoy
copy the booki.
FOR SALE- Good tamily horse,
Mrs. J, Moss Terry, who has been and Miss Jennie Gileon are the dy Kids,
city broke, eight years old. Apply to
-The betteT grade of gasoline buy
Chapter,
U.
D.
C.
New Real Estate Agency.
seriously ill at her home on Third leaders and the program is a Liza
FOR Heating and StOvewood ring 128 South Second. Old phone 3012.
of 'Karnielter, per gallon, 20c.
The Paducah chapter, U. D. C., is avenue, Louisville, for two weeks of
Mr. J. L. Per:yman has opened an
Lehman and E A. Mac Dowell one 437 F. Levin.
-eouvenir book of the city just
FOR ItigNT-litio br1c
StOrt
office -far the real estate and insur- meeting thie afternoon with
Miss congestion of the brain, was somethe thing to send yetsr friends abroad
presented as follows:
RING 366, either phone,
for louse,, Eleventh and Broadway, cm
ance business in room 116, Fraterni- Helen Alcott, on Jefferson street. It what improved yesterday. Mrs. Terry
two-story
for sale at R. D. Clemente & Co.
Biographical Sketches-Mrs. Vic- "Cleans All" Furniture Polish.
brick
business
house
ty Building. Old Phone 459 A. New is a "Sam Davis" meeting and is of was formerly Miss Maggie MeClel-The board of public works will
thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brow.
tor
Voris.
Phone 114. Any one having real es- especial interest.
TELEPHONE 655 for
!and, of Paducah, and has a number
hickory
ag compapy.
meet this afternoon in regular ses- tate to sell
Quartette (al, (h) Suite from
would do well to list it
wood.
of relatives and friends here.
sion to open bids for sidewalks and with iim and any insurance given
Garden"
"Persian
-Lehman.
FOR SALE-A high CiAR8-combi:
will
Kennedy
David
Engineer
CLOTHES cleanen, pressed, reOrgan Recital Tonight.
street improvements. Much routine him would be appreciated. See what
nation saddle and harness mare, setVocal solo (selected)-Miss Julia
paired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 969-e.
There will be an organ recital to- leave in a few days to visit in Salt
business, the accumulation of two real estate he has to sell before you
en years cid, and in excellent conde
Scott.
Lake City, Utah.
night
at
the
R. S. BUCKMAN carpenter 133 tion. James
Broadway
Methodist
weeks, will be transacted.
Campbell, Jr., 127 S.
"Historical
'Paper.
of
Collections
buy.
Mrs. E. R. Mills left last evening
North Eighth.
church under the direction of Mrs.
4th street.
--City subscribers to the Daily
Music"-Miss Compton.
Louis
to
attend
and
St.
Samuel H. Winstead.
Mrs. Win- for Chicago
FOR RENT-- Cottage $8 per
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Violin solo, "Selection from PerPUBLIC SALE- May 14, 1907,
Preparing For Trial.
stead will be assisted by Mr. W. H. the mid-summer millinery openings.
month,
Apply 441 South Sixth street... at 10 a. m. at the corner of
papers stopped must notify our colsian Garden," (Lehman)-Mrs WilSevBoise, Idaho, May 7.- Judge
Mrs. William tRichardson and Miss
lectors or make their requests direct Wood will on Wednesday decide if Filcher, of Louisville, who installed
FURNISHED front room for rent enth and Adams streets, a complete
liam Clark,
today.
leave
for
Mohan
will
Alice
to The Sun office. No attention will on the eve of his trial for the mur- the organ two years ago, and some
laundry outfit will be sold. C. A. IsVocal selections (a) from a "Per- apply to 320 South Third.
Memphis to visit.
be paid to such orders when given der of former Governor Steunenburg, of the organists of the city. Several
sian
Garden," (b) from MacDowellFOR SALE-Typewriter in first- bell, administrator,
Grantsburg_
Cowen,
Beulah
of
Miss
to our carriers. Sun Publishing Co. William Haywood bi entitled to re- of the best vocal soloists will take
FOR HARNESS that will be
class condition. Call Postal Telea
was here Sunday spending the Mrs. James Weille,
delinquent sax list was sold oeive a bill i;)f particulars, specifying part. It promises to be a delightful
credit to the horse, owner and makPiano suite, "Woodland Sketches," graph company.
Harry
Mr.
brother,
her
with
day
yesterday by Treasurer John J. Dor- overt at charged against %him. The occasion,
(MaoDowell)--Miss Caroline Ham.
Harness
FOR SALE-Household and kitch- er. Call on the Paducah
Cowen, who is attending the business
ian to Auditor Alex Kirkland for the motion of the defense for this disand Saddle Co., 2-04 Kentucky
yeen
furniture.
Apply
.626
North
city for $4,9841.93. The list will be closure of the ease of the state was Open Meet hr as Pleasant Occasion. college.
Soldier of Fortune Diem,
DUP.
Twelfth between 12 and 4 P. m.
formerly of Clinton.
Jones,
M.
J.
certified to the city solicitor
who argued at length belay, and at the
A delighed "open meeting" of
New York, May 7.--Henry R. ti
--COME TO
SEE US. We are prehas removed his family to Paducah
FORRENT-inure floor over
will bring suit for the payment of conclusion the court announced
it the Church Furnishing society of the
B. Striver, a soldier of fortune, was
pared
to
do
horse
shoeing and genhis home.
place
make
this
Frank
will'
and
Just's
barber
shop, 117 N. 4th
wolfd make a decision at the time First Christian church was held yesbatik taxes.
found dead in bed. In McIver's own
eral biacksmithing. All work guarSt.
Murray,
828
Apply
Thomas
F.
of
M.
Mrs.
Fisher,
Post
Office,
terday afternoon at the attractiee
-Drink Belvedere, the Paducah stated.'
story of his life, he claims to have
anteed. Give us a trial. Willie
South Sixth street, went to Memphis
TELEPHONE New Phone 224 and
beer.
suburbasi home of Mrs. James C. Utserved as a soldier In the Sepoy
Mason & Co., Eighth and Jones.
husband,
who
is
in
her
today
to
join
I
shall
call
to
collect
your
slop
and
--We give you better carriage and
It isn't the fault 'of the fair sex terback in Arcadia. The Ladies' Aid
mutiny; under Garibaldi In his cam--WANTED-For U. S. Army; Ablecharge .of the dry docks there.
table refuse. Walter Williams.
better service for the money, than If a secret remains a secret.*
society of the church were the guests
paign In Italy; as captain under, Don
bodied unmarried men between ages
Mrs. V. H. Thomas, Misses Sallie
WHEN
in
a
hurry,
Is given by any transfer company In
go
to
BuenanCoClos, the Spanish pretender; as a
and Lula Threikeld and Mrs.,Bettle
an's 219 Kentucky avenue, for your of 21 and 35; citizens of United
America. Fine carriages for special
THOSE GIRLS AGAIN.
major in the Confederate forces in
States, of good character and temThomas left today for Memphis.
lunch.
occasions on ihort notice, also elethe civil war; under * Maximillian In
perate habits, who can speak, real
Mr. Joe Randle, who is now engant lively rip. Palmer Transfer Co.
GASOLINE
LAUNCH for hire to
the Mexican war; as colonel under
and
write English. For information
estate
business
real
in
the
alias
Johnson,
Barfield.
in
gaged
- Edgar
apse parties. Licensed operator. New
Napoleon III as a brigadier general
apply to recruiting officer, New RichLouisville, Is in Paducah on
busiIs wanted in Metropolis on -the charge
phone 244; old phone 2540.
of
khedive
In the forces of the
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
ness
of larceny., and an official of the poWANTED- Colored man to do
Egypt; as commander of the cavalry
WANTED-Horses and cattle to
Mr. S. M. Smith and wife went to
lice department made a fruitless
house cleaning. Ring 1789. Old
of King Milan of Servia in one of his
pasture. Special attention given to
Oklahoma City today fer the Rumsearch Of the city for him yesterday
phone.
embroilments, and later as command
young horses and mares with colts
Metropolis
mer on account of his wife's health.
afternoon, returning to
FOR
RE:NT-Rooms for
er of the personal guard of King
No mules taken. Have 100 acres In
Since Saturday Mr. George Bonduthis morning.
housekeeping. Apply to 313 MadiMilan
good grans with
pleity of water.
rant, foreman of the Illinois Central
-Place your orders rot wedding
son. Oird phone 295.0
Terms $2 per month, Four miles
planing mill, has been in Illinois
The Sun Is
invitations at home.
PAPER CLEANING and Painting, from city on Ilinkleville gravel road.
Strike Cripples (hit
-ego.
showing as great an assortment as
fishing in the upper lakes_
cad Phone 2029. C. S. Creaser). Work Old Flournoy place. Address C. W.
Chicago.
May
7.-Building
operayou will find
anywhere at prices
The daughter of Mr A C. Filhhertguaranteed and done by union labor. Duncan, R. F. D., No. 1, City.
much lower than you will have to
son. of 1128 Tennessee street, el bet- tions all over Chicago ancl suburbs
FOR RENT- About June 1, three
are
badly
crippled
by
a strike of 4,pay elsewhere.
ter. She Is suffering from pneuroom house, at 1100 South Fourth
Cyclone Strikes TP MS.
00to
bricklayers,
allied
trades
and
la---,Don't DO n1scouraged if all othmonia.
Street. Apply to S. A. HID. Telephone
Mt Pleasant; Texas, May 7-- A
er mice, rats and roach exterminerCbicago, borers, who walked out to enforce a
Mr, F. D. Hatfield, of .
964.
terrible cyclone practically destroyed
store have failed-try 'Kalnleiter'e,
who has ben visiting Mr. Warren Saturday payday demand. Among
e towns of RiAgeway and Birth•
WANTED-Experienced
man ova
a home product, per box 25c.
Sights. will return to his home to-- the public buildings, work on which
right.
441 miles west of here, this af'band
saw.
Steady
employment.Cowas
brought
Health
to
set
practically
date
a
the
standis
by
-May 20
morrow.
lumbia Manufacturing Co., 'Mechan- ternoon about 2 o'clock
All telestill,
is.
the
new
40,1)00
county
15:0
.
Officer W. T. Graves for the opening
Lillian
and
Misses Jane King
phone.and telegraph connection with
icsburg.
of the Lee school building closed last
Smith, of Birmingham. are staying building now nearing completion.
3. R. GREATHOU'SE, contract these places is cut off and details are
week by an order pf the board of
at the New Richmond House, while Half a dozen school buildings In
small
course of construction
also, were house painter and decorator.
health to prevent a spread of
All lacking. The killed known are: Mrs.
on a shopping tour In the city.
Braze!l and baby, Calvin Trammel
work guaranteed first class.
strike.
caught
in
the
Old
pox. One pupil, whose father Is sufMiss Jeanette Campbell left yesterand son, Rov
McFall. Stephenson
phone 1064
fering from a pronounced CARP of
day for Mexico City to visit her sisand
wife.
Sidney
L. Oakey and wife
smallpox. is being watched for rreNew
three room
FOR SALE Pitmans at friend Tide.
ter, Mrs. Harwood Simpson. She was
house,
lot
+that'll,
velopments, the health authorities
six
blocks
from
Nashville,
Tenn
7
-Very
May
Louis
by
St.
her
accompanied to
Mr. [Annelle Orme returned Sunfearing he may have contracted the
heavy rains are reported from along Union station, at $004. Old phone
brother Mr. James Cambpell, Jr.
day after spending several months at
(itemise
Miss Jettie Harper, of 921 South the western division of the Nashville. 2384.
Asheville, N. C.
Eleventh street. who ha, been ill Chattanooga & St Louis railroad as
-Drink Belvedere, the -master
LOST--Elthnewhere bet weett Otil;
('el. Joseph Randall will return tothree months of stomach trouble, Is far west RR Hollow Rock. In many street and Sears grocery a ladies'
brew.
day to Louisville, after spending a
slightly Improved.
--Six cedes of measles are' reportplaree streams are at flood tide and gold Elgin watch initials H. S. on
Mr. Luther Richardson, Of Cairo, some fencing is being washed away. case. Return to 621 South SiliCe for few days with his family here. .
ed at the IllInoIs Central hospital.
a No other damage is reported.
refereed home yesterday after
reward.
They are oontlned to the contagious
viet to Miss °oldie Ferriman, of
*sad.
O'BRIEN
Ovrat-- We here
311-313 Kentucky Ave.
Brunson avenue.
_After an absence of ten months
'ranted at once: Not lees spring wagons sad buggies that we
'11Als• Jesioust °It Is not for lack of opportunity that I have rams ined
Exe,lient storags facilities.
C, 0, Lowery, of Smithlend. and than SO 005' more than lest Asir must get out of our way, and to
Merin Ames. Iowa, Miss Lilly Bodenhei- single."
de chandise at low
rates. Floor space
ever has returned to Padneeh and
Miss Pretty "No, d•ar. I am aura you elv• th• man plenty of °hitless ts Charles Davis, of Revolt, left yester- within eine or fen mile, of cut
COI too, wilt cell at a bargain, if sold at for manufacturing.
day for Corpus Cerise. Texas, to no at once, R. e. Hollins, Treeheree one.. Sexton :leen Works 18th and
has accepted her old partition with E. propose!"
fleunehold Good•
look over the count .
Guthrie where idle will be pleased to
Building, Both Phones 197.
Madleon. Phone 401.
$1.50 to $4 per month.
s 1.•11.•

uchI.

t9itillip

go.

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

ace, Vurtains seduced

$1.25 gait.

$2.00 flair

Cenientico..

LOCAL NEWS

55 Cents

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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•
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KILLS'TIIE GERMS WILL NOT SPEND
•S.S. OF SCROFULA
CENT FOR STREET

SAYS THIS IS REST.
A leading health Journal in
answering the question, "What
is the best prescription to clean
a recent hustle the following:
and purify the blood?" prints in
Fluid Extract of Dandelion onehalf ounce, Compound Kargon
one ounce, Compound
Syrup
Sarsaparilla three ounces. Shake
well and use In teaapoonful
doses after each meal and at
bedtime.
, A well known local druggist
states that these are harmless
vegetable ingredients,
which
can be obtained from any good
prescription pharmacy.
This mixtore will clean the
blood of all impurities. In just
a few days the skin
begiiis
to clear of sores, boils and
pimples. It puts vigor and energy into run-down, debilitated
men and women.
For many
years Sarsaparilla
alone
has
been considered a good
blood
medicine. But while it built up
and made new blood, the Impurities remained within and the
good accomplished was only tens
porary.
Sarsaparilla, however,
when used In combination with
Compound Kargon and Extract
Dandelion, works wonders. This
combination puts the kidneys to
work to niter and sift out the
waste .matter. uric acid and other impurities that cause disease.
It makes new blood and relieves
rheumatism and lame back and
bladder troubles.

r

FRIENDLESS

*0
Rickets.
Simply the visible sign that baby's tiny bones
are not forming .rapidly enough.
Lack of nourishment is the cause.
Scott's Emulsion nourishes baby's
entire system. Stimulates and makes bone.
Exactly what baby needs.

Through the blood, diseases are carried from one generation
to another.
clumstEN RELIEVED BY KINDParents transmit them to their children, and so it goes on
down the fathily
NEM; OF PADUCAH PEOPLE.
line for years and years unless the taint is removed
from the blood. Espe&jelly is this true of Scrofula, for it is a disease that is
"bred in the bone," Property Owners Must Dediand unless the blood is purified and every trace of the
trouble removed the
Miserable disease will firally undermine the entire
health and wreck the
cate to Proper Width
famine., Board of Home of Friendless
Life of its victim. The usual symptoms of Scrofala
are enlarged glands or
lumors about the neck, which often burst and become
Thanks Those Who Contributed
discharging ulcers,
101
weak eyes, Catarrh of the head and throat, skin diseases,
to Good Cause.
etc. The trouble
ALL DRUGGISTS: 50c. AND $1.00
being so firmly intreuched in the blood often attacks
40.
the bones, resulting in Brondgay Ordinance Shall Stand As
White Swelling, or hip disease, while a waxy, pallid
appearance of the skin,
000000)
Far as General
4 .44
:
4 100.40000.0.
loss of stregegth and energy, and often lung affections,
show that the'disease
l'eneerned.
ie. entirely destroying the bright red corpuscles and rich,
The ladles' board of the Home of
nutritive qualities
commit suicide.
V the blood. Scrofula being a constitutional disease,
vostigators, seems to play a very
onaffecting the
the Friendless wish to express their
tatire circulatiten, must be treated with a remedy
4 When the experts began their es- small part iu leading New Yorkera
that' builds up and
thanks and appreciation for the totttrengthens every part of the system, which has so
aminatIon they shared the popular to seek self-destroctton. In only two
long been denied the JEFFERSO
N BOULEVARD 11$. OFF
lowing donations given during March
etrength and nourishment it should hive received from
the blood. S. S. S.
belief that suicide was due to pover- cases setae the attempt directly traced
is the best of all blood purifiers and the greatest of all
and April: Junior ,League, Trimble it
tonics, and is therefore
The e:iamInation covered
3
Ave to poverty. Alcoholic •vietims and
the ideal remedy for Scrofula. S. S. Slisearches
street
out and destroys ell germs.
M., E. church, basket of provistaints and poisons, gives strength, richness and vigor
months and. included every ewe of love etrickeu persons who were jealto the blood and cures
Ions:
Newell
society
of
RrnlItfiWa
Offer of the residents on BroadScrofula permanently. It so thoroughly removes the
&twanged suicide that reached Bel- ous wore the conspicuous subjects.
:
-trouble from the blood
Methodist Episcopal church, basket
that no signs of it are ever seen again, and posterity
way to sell the cecessary property at
levue. Tho facts, r...) now disclosed, The great majority of the sufferers
is started out in life
with a clean, pure blood supply, which is their rightful
of
provisions;
Kentucky
Avann
inheritance. S. S.S. 50 cents a foot to widen the street to
are that not one of the would-be .sui- were froth the self-supporting ciaeses
while thsereugh. is gentle in its action, and the healing
Presbyterian churct, large cake;
vegetable ingredieeet construct sidewalks was rejected last
cides had over applied for charity Poison was the favorite methed used.
which compose it bitield hip every part of the system.
Traction company, lights and car
Book on the blood night at the meeting of the counciland medical advice free. TEE
before making Hee attempt, nor, de- —New York World.
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, GA, men. Mayor Yelser _reebnimendel
tickets; Sturgis flour mill, 1 barrel
spite extended invitations, did one et
of flour, through Mr. Frank Parham:
that it be accepted, as he considered
them apply for aid after being set
A p:rety girl is as fond of drawing
it a low price, but the members of
E. P. Gilson, 5 gallons of coal oil;
free:
attention
as a politisal oflilicebolder
the council thought if the owners
J. L. Friedman, $211 worth of ice
Destitution, according to the in- it of drawing a Fnlary.
were not willing to deed the property
tickets; Hattk Bros., paint; Fowlert.
gratis the street should remain at
Wolf company, painting; Dr. I. B
present width.
Howell, dental services; Claud RusCity Solicitor Campbell was ausell, quantity of milk; Roy Culley, B.
thorized to name a joint committee
Weille and Wallerstein
boys' supto appoint a commission to meet
plies; L. B. Ogilvie, g dean-Pairs of
These three attributes of a good -bicycle can be found in the
representatives Tram other second.
hose; Cochran Shoe company, shoes;
The Bankrupt Stock of Max J. Michelson, bought at 37 lie e
class cities and revise the charter.
Reading. Raeyele s.d Laclede * Bicycles.
TERMS EASY.
Rock Shoe company, shoes; Miss
The committee will report back to a
on thedollar, is now bcing sold at prices unheard of. The-stock
Zula Cobbs dozen hats; Mrs. Balsley,
committee of the whole before any
hats; Langstaff-Orme company, lumconsists of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents' Furnishing
Sold and guaranteed by
action will be taken. Mayor Yeiser
ber; Mr. Will Rieke, oil cloth; Toni
read a communication from the soi
Goods. Don't fail to give us a call.
Evitts, treat for children; Miss Reliettor suggesting a revision and adbecca Allen,4sirthday treat for blind
ded his hearty recommendation that
Mary Poe; Mrs. Reuben
Rowland,
some
action
taken.
be
He
his
of
told
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
quantity of clothing; Miss Orrie
going to Lexington two years ago and
New Phone 481-a
J. J. Newman, Sale Manager.
Old Phone 743
try ing to get an amendment to the and $14,848.98 spent, leaving a bal- Clark, 1 dozen dresses for ,children;
Mrs.
J.
Buckner,
M.
bolt
charter for second class cities.
gingham;
of
ance May 1 of $22,405.05. The may4111111.111101MMINIMMINIIMMIMMIlliWOMIA
MN&
The reasons given in the communi- or was given authority to burrow Mrs. Klein, clothing, Mrs. \V. H.
cation are that many jurists have de- money to pay expenses of the city Coleman, flowers, clothing: Mrs. Joe
His Own Idea.
Mattison, flowers; Emett Dreyftths,
clared certain parts unconstitutional until the taxes come in.
wife's snot out of danger yet,"
Little Ted Brown was a strento
and doubtless certain others would
.lames Collins' report of $425.50 Lucile Well, candy, Mrs. Reuben
Said Jones, with anxious air.
ous lail and had formed the not unbe, were they put to the test.
The being paid as fines was received and Loeb, clothing; Mrs. J. D. Rogers,
asual habit of kicking and thumpiag "How's that?' said Smith, and Jones charter bears the earmarks of hav- filed.
clothing: Mrs. F. E. L:ack, shrubhis playmates.
replied:
ing been completed by some one exPermission was given
the mein. bery; Mr. James Gish treat of candy
The entire stock of Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Caps and Gents'
One day his mother found him net
peveng political office. Many provi- bers of the T. P. A. to use the coun- for children; Mr. George
"The doctors are still there!"
Furnishing Goods to be sold at less than one-third cost.
Also
Edwards,
only kicking and pounding one of
Harold- Melbourne in Lippincott's sions are omitted that would he of cil chamber on May 18 when a stale treat for children.—Ccemmunica
a large line of Musical Instruments, Gans, Pistols, Sporting
ted.
benefit to the city.
his friends, but even spitting on him.
convention will be held.'
Goods and Jewelry—all slightly damaged by water. Entire
The matter of paying the costs to
She
stock must be sold at once, so come and get first choice.
was dumbfounded at this,
Fewer eamons.
She (watching clergyman on the
, The Cause of Suicides.
and, taking Ted into the house, said golf links)—There's one thing I adFirst passage was given to the or- ljge market mastet and sewer inspecBellevue has yielded a genuine
Sale Starts Saturday, April 13, 9 a. in.
to him: "Ted, I don't know what mire about Rev. Mr. Holdforth.
dinance
limiting the saloons to one tor in defending their offices was re- surprise to a number of experts from
He
to make of you; I think the devii aleame says just what he means.
to every five hundred people. Presi- ferred to the finance committee.
the joint application bnreau of, the
A complaint was received from the Charity
has got into your head and taught
lie—Oh, ho, he doesn't. When he dent Lindsey, who was out of the
Organization society
who
you this kicking and striking and misses the bag he
city and had not been seen before, on Mergenthaler-Horton Basket compa- have been
generally just
working there for some
ny
spitting."
theit
it paid license last year when
first reading was not in , favor of
211 BROADWAY, Near Second Street
grits his teeth.
months to find out, if possible, the
.uch an ordinance, but on got& into It was exempt, it was referred to the reason
Ted, getting more indignant every
why so many New Yorkers
it deeper he thought It was Just the license committee.
second. looked up at his mother and
"Why do you insist on going on a
Complaint from .1. A. Batier that
Instrument needed. Councilman C.
said:
lecture tour after you have done all
11111111111.11a
property, on Trimble street had been
"Well, the devil may, have taught that is required of you in -congress," C. Duvet) thought it benefited no
one but the saloon keepers by making wrongfully assessed against him was
Me the kicking and striking, but this
"Well" answered the candid patheir lIcenses She more precious and referred to the city auditor and ashere el:Wring is my own idea.—Alslis triot, "a man can't be
idle all the on the roll ,call
voted nay. All the sessor.
B Squire in April Lippincott's.
time."--WashIngton star.
A voluminous ordinance creating
remaining members were heartily In
Now located at
favor of it. Since the last meeting the office of building inspector was
many of the members have talked Introduced, but no action was taken,
goad with citizens about the ordinance as shorter and more specific ordiand all expressed their satisfaction. nance will be brought In.
Is assured you when you buy one of Dr. Pierce's Family
The mayor was authorized to reWe are r.eaciy for all hinds of hauling.
Medicinee-..
Ordinances for the improvement of
for all the ingredients entering into them are printed on
the bottle- various streets with concrete walks new the contract to care for marine
patients at Riverside hospital,
wrappers and their formula are attested under oath as being
complete and curbing and graveling were given
first reading. First reading was giv-1 Coungilman Herzog was the only
and correct. You know just what you are paying for and
that the inen the ordinances to gravel the fol- absentee.
gredients are gathered from Nature's laboratory, being selected
MIL
from lowing
streets. Thirteenth street from
the most valuable native, medicinal roots found growing in
our Ameri- Flournoy street to Terrell
street:
can for4sts. While.potent to cure they are perfectly
harmless even to Kincaid street from Bridge street to
the most delicate women and children.
a point 712 feet
west of Bridge
Not a drop of alcohol enters into their compositio
The Ferro is the auto mar'
Finley street from Sixth
n. A much better street;
street to Seventh street: concrete
agent is used both for extracting and preserving the medicinal
ine.
If you are charged $1.50 for conprinciples
THIS
Disraicr DURING
sidewalks six feet wide with combin- IN
la the easiest to operate, the
used in them, viz.—pure triple-refined glycerine of proper
nection with 900 subscribers what should
strength.
MONTH OF APRIL, 1007.
most durable and economical
ed curb and gutter shall be constructThis agent possesses intrinsic medicinal properties of its
own, being a ed on Fifth
you
pay for 3,000 subscribers.
one
ever manufactured. All
street from Clay street
most valuable anti-septic and anti-ferment, nutritive
•
and soothing to Trimble street; Tennessee street
engines guaranteed by the
Call
300 for Contract Department.
demulcent.
largest factory in the world.
from Third street to Twelfth street: Expense
Governmen
Ti,
t
thest on
Glycerine plays an important part in Dr.
The Ferro Machine Snd Foundry
Pierce's Golden Med- Ohio street from Third street to
Just the same and Service Is
Cm, of Cleveland, Ohio. Each
ical Discovery in the cure of indigestion, dyspepsia and
Thirteenth
street
and Eighth street
weak stomach,
and all bearings are automaticly
Proving Expenaive:
attended by sour risings, "heartburn," foul breath, coated
oiled. No work: this engine does
tongue, poor from Washington street to Tennesall of its own work.
see streets.
appetite, gnawing feeling in stomach, biliousness and
kindred derangeSome residents of Jefferson street
ments of the stomach, liver and bowels.
AIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIM11111111111111111■11111110
Figures, showing the cost of rebeyond Fountain avenue wanted to
Besides curing all .the above distressing ailments, the "Golden
Med- withdraw a communication asking cruiting soldiers for the United
AGE NT
ical Discovery" is a specific for all diseases of the mucous membrane
s, for the right to construct a park out States army are not given out to.the
407 S. 30 ST.
CITY
as catarrh, whether of the na.sal passages or of the
Pnblig,
but
with
the
small
number of
stomach, bowels or of Jefferson street pest Fountain avpelvic organs. Even in its ulcerative stages it will
the
yield to this sover- enue. On reminskiering the property enlistments made in April by
Evansville district, the cost for reeign remedy if its use be persevered in. In Chronic
.itarrh of the
much time. The petition wee with- cruiting each man must live been
Nasal passages, it is well, while taking the "Golden
Medical Discovery"
. At
g the seven stations included
drawn.
for the necessary constitutional treatment, to cleanse the
passages freely
vansvi11e distrI
Trustees of the Carnegie library in the
17 men
two or three times a day with Dr. Sages Catarrh
Remedy. This were authorized to deed 4 1-2 feet were enlisted in April. There is one
thorough course of treatment generally cures even in the
worst cases. for a driveway. The Grace Episcopal recruiting officer at each station and
In coughs and hoarseness caused by
bronchial, throat and lung church well also deed the same num- four at Evaresville. All the officers
must live and oflicr musti be rented
affections, except consumption in its advanced
The following reduced rates
stages, the "Golden ber of feet and the driveway will be
so that the expense account for mainHouse wiring, electric plants installed.
used jointly.
Medical Discovery" is a most efficient remedy, especially
are announced:
i,p those obstitaining the service, is run Into sevLiquor Licensee.
Los Angeles, cal.—Mystic
nate, hang-on-coughs caused by irritation and congestion
' Complete machine shop.
of the bronSeveral applications for licenses to erel figures every month. Of the 17
Shrine and German Baptist
chial mucous membranes. The "Discovery" is not so good
1.22-124 1400. Pa:mirth Mt.
for acute retail liquor were
Phones 757
Brethren, April 25th to May
presented. Joe enlistments for the district, Paduconglis arising from sudden colds, nor must it be expected
to cure con- and William Wagner applied for a cah recrulti:d only two. When it Is
18th. Round trip, $60.50,
sumption in its advanced stages--no medicine will do
limit July 31st,
that--but for all license at 1814 Bridge Street. Owing remembered that Sergeant Blake rethe obstinate hang-on, or chronic coughs, which, if neglected,
to
a death in the family the petition cruited 28 men In the month of JanJamestown, Va. — Exposior bEdly
IN apparent.
was withdrawn and the money paid uary, the failing off
tion, April 19th to November
treated, lead up to consumption, it is the best medicine
that can be taken.
:30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
to the treasurer was ordered refund- April 1907 there were three more reIf the sweet taste of the "Discovery," caused by the
W. F. Paxton.
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
glycerine, is ed.
excursions on special dates;
Chandler and Joiner were grant- cruiting statiohs than in ,April of
President.
Cashier.
disliked, a few drops of lemon juice, orange or lime juice,
Ambits nt Cashier,
added to each ed a license at
Me,
enlistment
but
s
the
in
$18,00
1906
every Tuesday; limit
300 Smith Third
done will make it agreeable and pleasant and will not in
were 26 as compered with 17 this
the slightest street. George A. Chaariler
10 days.
applied for
interfere with its benefical effects.
Memphis, Tenn., May 7.—
a license at 204 South Ninth street, year. Sergeant Wake attrtbutees the
Special
excursion— Leaves
It's an insult to your Intelligence for a dealer to endeavor
falling,off to the fact that his disbut
it
was
refused
owing
technito
a
to
Paducah
Union
Depot 9:57 a.
trict
thoroughly
been
has
palm off upon you some nostrum of unknown composition in
worked
place of Dr. cality. lac•rvoratod
m. Round trip $2, good reImprovement of Powell street. from for men and to the approach of
Pierce's world-famed medicines which are op KNOWN
comrosrriow. Jarrett
turning special .traln leaving
warm
weather.
a
has
He
follow
up
street to Hays street was reMost dealers recommend Dr. Pierce's medicines because they know
Capital
.••
Memphis May 8, 7:30 p. m.
$100,0trii
ferred to the Street committee. Prop- system that soon reaches every proswhat they are made of and that the ingredients employed
Surplus
......
•
•
Louisville, Ky.—Account of
50,000
are among erty owners wish it graveled
pect In the dirtriet The army would
to Mill
Stockholders liabilky
the most valuable that a medicine for like purposes can be
Spring Meeting--Joekey Club
get more recruits If this system was
100.000
made of. street or not at all.
$8.95 rouncrtrip, May 6. reThe same is true of leading physicians who do not hesitate
The report of the milk and meat adopted and when a district is exto recomTotal security to depositors
turning
May 7: $8.95 round
hausted.
*2210,000
the
service
mend them, since they -know exactly what they' contain and
shift
new
to
that their inspector was received and filed. All
Accotinte of individuate and firms eolleited. We appreciate
trip, May 4, good returning
the deirlee are In a better pituitary fields. it is probable that several new
Ingredients are the very best known to medical science for
the cure of
small as well as hole depositors and accord to all the same
June 9; May 5-11-1t1-22-25stations one. at Murray or Princecondition than before.
the several diseases for which these medicines are recommended.
courteous treaturenk
29, June 1-5 and 8, limit two
tob, will he opened in the near fuCity
Treasurer
John
Dorian
.1.
reWith tricky dealers it is different.
days.
ported that white taxpayers for de. ture.,
Something else that pays them a little greater profit will
For in-formation, apply to
be urged Iiir
R ucontant
•
Interest Paid'on Time Deposits
upon von as "just as good," or even better. You can hardly
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
afford to
A popular photographer
is one
d
azee
colooriv
ed
"dpeotp
secept outptjuoe tyr fur kneeppg,anf
h
l
e
e
Se
il
1
24.11
:
44
.
tesilion and without any particular
liroadway or Union Depot.
I Bills against the city, totalling -who can make
woman feel satisfied
record of cures in place of Dr. fierce's medicines which are or
011III4 SATVHDAY MG HTS FROM 7 To S OCLOOIL.
J. T. DONOVAN.
arrow*
$10,632.7C. were allowed.
with her tare.
rompoarriow and have a record of forty years of cures behind theta.
Act City Ticiet Cfilce
1 Tito report shoced A Dehisce nn
You know what yon want and it is the dealer's business to
•
R. M. PRATHER,
Third.and Broadway
supply that hand of 429,000.44 April 1.
An easy way to set money is to
During
want. /saki*Ns O.
Agent rni„n Depot
the inonta IS I."
--40110eted
•lakerlt‘it.. • •%re-s•:
-
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Ease Elegance Economy

S. E. MITCHELL

vs.

•

BANKRUPT SALE

123 SOUTH SECOND ST.

FIRE, WATER AND SMOKE

B. MICHAEL

CITY TRANSFER CO

A SQUARE DEAL

Ctlauber's Stable.
TELEPHONE 499

FEWER CRUITS

This Gasoline Engine

`This Sum Is So Hard to Do" (?)

•

{AST TENNES§:RLEPHONE CO;

L. L. NELSON

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

CITIZENS' SAVINE BANK

a.

Rackache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most eases are direct results
of WEAK KIDNEYS and INinleAMMATION OF THE BLADDER. The strain on the Kidneys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of. the Bladder
producing the pains.

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CUPE IT

•

•

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEINI,
Author of "That Master Mummer,""A Prince of Sinners." "Mysterious
Mr.
Sabin." -Anna th. A.dwenturess." Etc.
Copyright, 1905. 1906. by LITTLE. BROWN, and COMPANY.

MESSENGER BOY
Good
Cigar

'41

RISES TO POSITION OF MANAGER
FOR WESTERN UNION,

At the

see
Saniuel Quisenberry ('elites Back
From Memphis to Take Charge
of Local Office.

u not measured by its
length, nor the price you
pay, but by the content-

eir. Samuel Quiseuberry, formerly
of Paducah, but late of Memphis, ban
been appointed manager of the Paducah office of the Western Union
Telegraph company and will arrive
tomorrow to assume his duties.* Ile
staged In the Paducah office as messenger boy over fifteen years ago,
and worked his way to be one of the
chief operators. He was tempted to
,Memphis and came back to Paducah.
.but four years ago returned to the
,Tennessee metropolis. Only lately
he resigned with the company to take
'the position of wire chief with the
Cumberland Telephone company. ilia
'family is now in Texas for their
health and will follow him here. Mr.
Quisenberry succeeds Mr. J, D. Elmore, resigned, who Had, been hero
for the past two years,

ment that steals over the
(Continued from Yesterday.)

FIREWORKS

smoker as he puffs away.

PARK

prepared to come with us without asking any questions."
XXIV. ,
You'll enjoy the' cigars
buncombe threw open the door
r.NCOM BE Unfastened thechain which
led into the inner room. The
you buy at bur counter.
and bolts of the ponderous
front door and insoked out into
We sell reliable brands only.
the darkness. A carriage awl
keep our cigars at just
We
pair of -horses were drawn up outside.
A man and a woman, both dressed In
the right temperature, keeplong traveling coats, were standing
ing them always in perfect
upon the doorstep.
"This is Duncombe Hall, I believe,"
smoking cond:tion.
We
the man ettid. "Is Sir George Duusuit your tiger taste exactly
combe at home?"
.
"I am Sir George buncombe," he anfor we sell eserything in
swered. "Will you come Inside?"
They crossed the threshold at once.
cigars the smoker can think
The man was tall and dark, and his
of or need.
voice and bearing .were unmistakable.
She Couldn't Throw,
The woman was fair, petite And apparWillie and one of his sahoolmates ently very sleepy. She wore magnifi•
had been throwing stones at each cent furs, and she had the air of being
M'PHERJA)N'S DRUO STORE.
other, and when his mother heard In a very bad temper.
"We really are heartily ashamed of
of it she said tolalm:
ourselves for disturbing you at such all
into his.
POLITICAL PRISONERS'
"Willie, when that boy threw hour. Sir
George," the man said, "but
waist you to keep this envelope for
INCAPE RUSSIAN PRISON
stones at you, why didn't you come you will pardon us when you undertoe." ,
she whispered. "It contalus non—
— -and tell me, instead of throwing stand the position. I am the Marquis
Mg which could bring you into trouble
St. Petersburg May 7.— In an atde St. Ethel, and this is my wife. Ithem back?"
or which concerns any one Wee. It is
just something which I should like to tack on the prison at Alexandrovi,ki,
Willie looked at her scornfully for have a letter to you from my friend
yesterday thirteen political prisoners
the
Duke
of
feel
was In safe keeping."
C'hestow.
with
whom we
a moment and then answered:
have been staying."
were liberated, and the chief inspecHe thrust It Into his pocket.
"Tell you. Why you couldn't hit a
Duucombe concealed his antbuish"I will take care of it," be promised. tor of the prison killed. While the
• barn door."— Philadelphia Ledger.
meat as well as he was able. He bow"And you won't forget me? We shall Easter nervices were In progres9
ed to the lady and led them toward the
meet again—sooner perhaps thaa you
gang of revolutionists entered the
PILES! PILES! PILES!
library. Spencer, who had heard them
expect."
building shot an inspector and three
ninaittins' Indian Pile Ointment will coming, had hastily concealed his reShe shook her head.
cure Blind, Bleeding and
Itching volver and was lounging in an easy
"I hope to heaven that we shell not! two bombs..The prisoners escaped In
Piles. It absorbs tbe tumors, allays chair -reading the evening paper.
"The letter, / aus.i. (Orals], dues lilac 0 At least, not yet," she murmured fer- the confusion.
'
itching at once, acts as a poultice, "I ant afraid that
vow' curesely."
vently.
my servants are all
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian In bed," Duncombe
Front the carriage window she pia'.
said, "and I can girl stepped forward as far as the
Holds Up Train To Kill Man.
Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles only offer
you a lnacheldr's hospitality. threshold and leoked out upon them.
out her hand.
Savennah, Ga., May 7.— Henry
and itching of the private parts. Sold This is
my friend, Mr. Spencer—the
"You have been very kind to me."
"This is the Marquis and the Marby druggists, mail 50c and $1.0O.
Manigault held up a Central of
Marquis and Marquise the St. Ethel. quise de St. Ethel," Dusicombe
said to she said. "Goodby!"
M'f'g Co., Props., CleveGeorgia passenger train just after it
Wheel
that
misty
"An
chair
impossible
up,
Spencer, will her. "They have brought in. a letter
word." he answered.
land, 0.
:eft the union depot in order to kin
you?"
from the Duke of Chestow, and they with well affected gayety. "A pleasant
lames Lewis, who, Manigault says,
Spencer's brow had betrayed not the have emue to take you back to France." journey to you."
"Be sure you're right ana then go "nlightest sign of
Then the carriage rolled away, and had robbed him of $50 at cards. Masurprise, but DunThe girl looked fixedly for a memeat
ahead," said the man who likes to inmese fancied that the marquis
Mid at the marquise. it any word or Mee npencer and lie were left alone. Dun- nigault started after Lewis, but the
quote. "Yes," anseered the ener- glanced at him keenly. He was hold- passed. between them It escaped Dun- tombe secured the front door, and they latter ran. Manigault
then- got his
getic citizen, "Mil try not to waste ing a note in Isis hand, which he offer- cambe. Phyllis was content, however, walked slowly back to the library.
Winchester and, learning IA•wis had
ed
to
Duncombe.
"You
know
Purls well." bunecombe
to ask no questions.
too much time making sure, or you're
taken refuge on a ttain just leaving.
"My errand Is so unusual and the
"I am gaits' ready," she said calmly. naid. "Have you ever heard of these
liable to be like the man who studied hour so
he shouted to the engineer to stop.
extraordinary." he_ mild, "that
The marquise rose.
his time table so long that he massed I thought it would be better for ('liesThe engineer did not obey until Maler
er•
"Your luggage can he sent oa," she PeZeu
towto vrrite you a line or t*o. Will remarked.
his train.' --Washington Star.
the
"My dear fellow!" he exclaimed. nDe ulgault sent a bullet through
you please read it?"
Duntemnbe eperanched Phyllis and St. Ethol is one of the first nobles 'in cab. Lewis leaped off and ran, but
Duneombe tore open the envelope.
stood by her aide
France. I have seen him at the races was short down inunediately. MauiThe .world never gives a man his
Chestow, Wednesday Evening.
"These people." lie said. "will not many times."
gault rushed to the dying man, got
enough
to
dues
u&seas he is big
just
My Dear Duneernbe—My friend Du St. tell me where
"Not the sort of people to lend tbent- the money out of his pockets
they are taking you to
Ethol tette me that he is obliged at great
take them by force.,
and,
selves to anything slimly?"
personal Meant enlence to execute a com- Are you eoutent to go?"
standing off the crowd with the Win
"I must go." sheerusweredeimply.
"The last In the world," Spencer anmission for- a friend which involves a
Pats AMU WOMILit somewhat unceremonious call upon you
"Yon wlen me to give yon"—
swered. "She was the Comtesne de cheater, escaped.
tonight. He desires me, therefore, to
Use 'die u for manatee*
"If you pile:seen liate iutertepted.
Latvian, and bet weep them they are
disc harees.ballamaalitioic foetal you these few lines. The Marquis
iesiewitiosta fag Astmerstiom..'ele "Bt.
ne-sprwavywalLine'door. :•
connected with half a dozen royal
Boston's First Building Law.
Ethel an het IYM1 tilyiealtiOrtir my
of mucous Meta=
or Money Back
bar,
'soutrethla1g belonging io )118.1 houses. This business is. getting exoldest friends. It gives ine great pleasure
Pilules', aad set
Two hundred and twenty-six ;sears
gent or 'poisonous.
to vouch for them both in every way.' to my guest." he said. iimi my own ceedingly interesting, Duncomber
Contract given, backed by 1300.000 00 capital and
fold by Drestrprilsta
ago
a
house
18 years' success
burned
was
Beaton.
In
Yours sincerely,
C/LEXTOw.
room. If you will excuse me for a
Bet buncombe was thinking of the
or tan' +a p:oir. wraps*
which led to the promulgation
tv •seeties. Prorniiti, f.
of
"The letter, I am afraid." the mar- moment I will fetch it."
empty
room.
51 00 .r $ We'la.
the first building law. Thls fact dequis *aid, smiling "does little to satIle retttrued with the sealed en28 Colleges in 16 States. Indented by business tneu
(l) Be Continued,)
No vacation
isfy your curiosity. Permit toe to ex- velope which she bad given him and
veloped at a legislative hearing the;
Bookkeepig,
n
h or t..! completing course For "Calalsgue H.- c
plain my errand in a few words."
Maces he placed ha her hands. Ile carweek, and when to:d by Assistant Sohand. Penman ship.1 Home Study or "Catalogue P ' on attendirt4,
"eertaialy," Duneotnbe interrupted. ried also a fur coat aud an armful of
licitor Child, arcused great interest. Law Letter 1Ni-iliac Englisb, Drawing, 'Dual College. phone (o'd) 1756, or cal on or address
"But won't you take something? I am wraps.
trating, etc. Money back if not satisfied •fterl Manager Draughores Practical
BusinessCollege:
The order passerd on March 1.fl, 1G8 1.
TAR AND CANCNALAGUA
glad to see that Spencer Is looking aft"Yea must take these," he declared.
PADUCAH,316 Broadway; or Evansville, SL Louis, or Memphis.
For the complete cure of Cough•, crane. sas as fonows:
er
your
wife."
"It
is
cold
"I tried ell Minds of bl
traveling."
Undies arhietrtatled
Asthma, and Bronchium and all Lung rt.mto do me any edad but I
ridt
,
.
65.giedh Wilke
The marquise had raised her veil
"But how can I return theta to you?" claims tending to C naumption. Liverworts
„About noon the ehimpeny of Mr
ot Mel. My tare was to
1
Ttio F'arnsers• Institute.
leads. After sating C
sri
ey
left, • 1 Ma and was leaning back In a cbair, with she protesteil. '"Nis, not the coat, Tar and Wild Cherry have for ages twinwhen it' Was stopped by a blockade
eentlaalme the use of
m
mdesding
tained an established reoutation as• • tatadatd Thomas Sharp's house in Boatob took
them to my friends. I feel fine when rise n the a sandwich poised in the fingers of one please. I will take a rug If you like."
Farming,
in
theory
at least, has As the)' were near their destination,
Cough Remedy. It contains no opium or Mara- - fire.
morning. Bone to have a chance to recommend
The wind drove the fire to Mr.
4mg can Ia riven with safety to chileren.
hood and it glass of burgundy in the
Cases:eta."
been taken from the catalogue of they decided to get out and
"You 1011 take both." he sale finely. ful
Price ii 00. Sold by ...Ivey ik
walk.
Fred e. Witten. 75 SUP lit., Newark. N. J.
Colburn's house and
burned
that plodding drudgery and
other. She was looking a little less "There need be no trouble about reWilliams
PrOptl Cleveland, 0.
placed in that The block was, however, soon lifted
down also. For the prevention wherebored and was chatting gayly to Spen- rurnIug them. I shall be in Paris myof a voeation In which success de- and the car overtook them.
best For
cer. whose French was equal to her self shortly, and no doubt we shall
of in our new town intended
this pends not more upon industry titan
Mutual Fears.
The bowels
"When we left the care: said one
OWD.
come across one another."
At a private musicale In new York, somer to bee bui:ded we have order- upon knowledge. The farmers' in- of the
"highbrows", who, by the
Her eyes flashed soMethIng at hint.
"I thank you very much," the nineed
that
floe
man there snail build stitute is the outgrowth of this
given by a prominent society woman,
move- way, has a bit of
quis said. "I will not take neything to What It was he eould not riahtly
Celt in him, "I
his chimney with wood sor cover his ment—supplemental of
the work of thought we shouts' get on better by
drink, but if you have cigarettes— Ab, It seemed to him that he maw pleasure there were present a number of
house
with. thach, which was read- the agricultural colege and the gov- getting
there anti fear, but more of the latter. American composers, among them
thanks!"
off, But, after at., we should
ily assented unto."—Boston Herald. ernment experiment station. This be- have
He lit one and sat on the arm of an The marquis Intervened,
Victor Herbert.
been better off it we nad stayed
"I trust." be said, "that in that vase
easy chair.
ing true, it is an Institution that has en."
In the absence of one of the sins"The facts are these," he .said. "I you will give us he pleasure of seeing
Jiggerte—It Is estimated that there an important place in the evolution
Pleasant Palatable, Potent Taste Ono,
l, Do geed.
*nes scheduled to appear, a certain
Weak..
Never Sicken.
or Grips, Ns. Nt.tile. Never have a great friend in Perim who, something of you. We live In the Avesold io 1.1;ns. Tile rennin* tablet. WettedCCC.
Young woman was asked
to sing are four thousand cigarette fiends in Of the science of agriculture and farknowing that I was at Cheetow and nue the St. Cloud."
Half of the power of trouble lies in
to core or yob' astsakey bark
mers should make it a point of conSterling Remedy Ca., Cbicage or N.Y. xts returning to France tomorrow, has, I
"You are very kind." I/time:vibe said. something of Herbert's. After many Cleveland.
the dieturbance it raises as It apJaegers—RentInds me of a big fire. science, looking to the advancement
fear I must say, taken mottle advantage "I shall uot (ail to eome and Fee you." objections and protestations, evidentproaches,
Spencer threw open the door, and ly for effect, the young woman finalof their vocation and interests, to,
of my good nature. I am asked to call
Jiggers—Huh:
here and escort home to her friends a they passed out. Phyllis hoist by Duu- ly made her
Jeggers--Heaa_af smoking ruins. see thnt the_ boys: and girls of their.
way to the piano.
It's to a man's credit if he can
young lady wive I understand, is for eonthe'n aide. He felt her linnd steal
households attend as well as thetn"I shall sing the serenade from —Cleveland Leader.
the Moment a guest under tour toot.
truthfully say that his credit
seaves.----Portland Oregonian.
Is
Mr.
Herbert's
opera
of that name."
My friend, I must any, telegraphs in a
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
good,-- Chicago News
"I admit he's lazy, but he has the
said she, addressing the company
most myeterleus manner, but he In evi'—
KENTUCKY.
Rentals.% of Our Language.
dently -very anxious that we should
generally. Then, in a whisper to making of a good man in hint." "Yes,
ook Binding. Bank Work. Legs' accede to his request. Our appeanstice
all he reeds 114 to have some one
Two members of the Princeton
Herbert site added:
here at this time of night I admit is
and Library Work a specialty.
"But, oh, Mr. Herbert. I'm afraid kick it out of him "--Philadelphia factety., as-cording to Harper's Weekmost unjustifiable, but what were we
Press.
ly, during a recent hurried trip to
can't
sing' it!"
I
to do? It is absolutely tas•esanry for
New York, stele on a Brelidway ear'
"Never mind." responded Herbert
me wife to meet tie. 2:20 from huffPlying between Memphis, EvansMost people seem to enjoy coming
no assuringly. "I am, too." --May
ing Cross tomorrow. I hope othat nay
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, St.
out of a church more than they do EVANSVILLE.
friend will some day appreeinte my
PADUCAH
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Louis and Vicksburg.
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going in.
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of the friend to whom you are asked
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
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to tike her?"
Weweat and best hotel in the city
the commendation of all medthe centers of the Miles of 225 steers
The marquis yawned slightly. He,
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(Mice Richmond House.,
Eaters $2.00.
Two large sample too, seemed weary.
ical authorities. We have
to make it and each piece of this
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S
Telephone 66-R,
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My
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marquis
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the boat.
Two dosese give relief, and
one box wit core any ,oreinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions,
Weak and Lame .Back, Rheumatism and all irregu:arities of the
Kidneys and Bladder In both
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center a box on the No Cure No
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"TRAVELING MAN"

ATTENDS OPENING OF WALLACE TWO SONG HITS THAT WILL RE
PARK CASINO.
SUNG IN ,IT.
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River Steges,
Cairo
33.7
Democratic Committee Meets Chattanooga
7.9
Cincinnati
and Canvasses Vote
21.5
Evansville
.21.5
Florence----Miasing
17.5
officers of Primary May 2 Counted Johnsonville
Louisville
8.1
I'otes carefully rind Figures
Mt. Carmel
7.2
Were Not questioned.
Nash ville
20.3
Pittsburg
6.8
St.* Louis
17.8
HoW THEY STAND IN RACE.
Mt. Vernon
2e.4
Paducah
25.8

GREAT CROWD

The
Thinking Man

The
Thinking Mother

Saves money by coming to us for his own
and his boy's clothes.
He finds here Broadway quality but not
Broadway prices. He
finds asaving of from
$250 to $5.00 over
Broadway prices.
Call and let us show
you our line of Suits
at $8.60, $9 00, $12,
/13 50 and $15 00.
All Worsted Blue
Serges at 19 00 sante
aa sold op Broadway
at 812.50. Better
grades at $12 50,118

Saves woney by bring
lug us her boy th tit
out in one of our 3combination
piece
Suits, coat and two
pair of pants, thereby avoiding a broken
suit when the boy
ruins one pair of
pant& Any boy will
wear out 2 or more
pairs of pants to one
coat On knee pants
we are particularly
strong and can save
mother money on
her boys' pants.

time
rise
rise "Fre Diavolo" Is Sung by Excellent Mr. Boyle 'Woolfolk Has Opportunity
fall
To Furnish Material For (Mlle
C
pany-Sante Bill aud FireMack's Next Productions.
works Tonight.
5.8 rise
0.3 fall
4/.6 fall
Mr.
Woolfolk,
The great crowd that attended the
auBoyle
9.6 rise
and
"The
composer
of
penile; of the Casino, at Wallace thor
0.3 fall
musical
Man",
the
park, last night, evidently had con- Traveling
0.1 fall empt
for the weather, or had become mixture to be presented here on May
0.6 fall
so aceustomed to the article the 10, under the auspices of the Chari2.1 rise weather
man has been handing out ty club and Humane society, receivrecently, that it would not let even ed a letter from 011ie Mack, the the.Rain, 3.28 inches of it has fallen
No change was made in the result
atrical manager and actor and joint
torrefits of rain deny it a few hours'
of the Democratic primary held May in the last 48 hours. And with the
star,of Murray & Mack, the two popntertainment, for the theater was
utir Irish comedians, stating he
2, as announced in The Sun when the rospect of more river men are beull from orchestra pit to the last
would like to produce the play next
lining
to
speculate on the probable
New Clean out nobby styles at
Democratic city committee met last
eat on the back row. ,The perform25c, 50o, $1 00, $1.25, $1.50 and
season. Mr. Mack in the future inhe here. The rains have been gennight and canvassed the retur
ance was good, and the audience
$2 00 Also full line of Sun Hats
tends to devote most of his time to
Following is the result of the canvass eral and heavy and the .2 rise of
at 10c, 15c, 25c, 400, and 50c ia
ood natured and appreciative.
managing instead of acting and has
Saturday and Sunday has jumped to
of the committee last night:
Mexican braids, for men, boys
The Beggar Prince Opera com- already
and children.
closed a contract with
Mr.
For Mayor-Harrison, 706; Pot- 2.3 feet in the last 24 hours. The pany was the attraction, and "Fra
Woolfolk to produce his Rag-time
country creeks are filling and with
ter, 614); Davis,
Diavolo" the bill. It is the same opera, "The Gold Dust Twins" - next
s and Boys' Bobby Radnor
I Men'
For City Attorney-John G. Mil- no more rain than has fallen, a stage company that was here last sunver.
season, playinr the "Dollar" houses.
black, pearl, stoner-wribra,
In
feet
seems
0
of
8,
likely
for this point.
ler, Jr., 625; Frank Lucas, 397; L.
The leadieg parts were well taken
and all the new shades, at a savHis idea in producing "The TravThe banks have become slippery and
L. Harper, 715.
ing of frFen 500 to $1.00 over
care of, and the chorus, too, sang eling Man" is to make a big producBroadway Store prices See the
City Treasurer-Wm, Kraus, 6.55; loading the boats is hard work. Bus- well. MisseNola, as "Zerlina," Mr. tion, playie'^
T
t COP YR
ur Legs..
the best houses only
latest shapes: new ones coming.
iness is fair considering the depressJohn W. McKnight, '787.
ronti, as "Fra Dlavolo," and Mr. with a cast of recognized ability. Mr.
For City Clerk-Maurice McIntyre ing influence of the weather. On Lea Vealle, as "I,orenza," have Wooltolk is to meet Mr. Mack in
Overall, blue with
a pair of Canh
May 7 last year the stage was 16,4
1,0218, Henry Bailey, 73.9,
splendid voices and no little dramatic New York in June when all arrangee Earl ap r on. Sold elseGloves?
vas
°u
City Assessor-Stewart Dick, 836: and rising. As much rain has fallen talent. On the whole, the perform- ments for both shows will be comwhere at 50C; size/ 34, 36and 381n.
If so cab and we will sell you a
in the first seven days of this month
Wes Orr, 894.
ance is far better than the average pleted.
waist only. Go at 35c a pair.
pair for Sc.
City Engineer-L. A. Washington, as fell throughout April. It looks summer opera company,
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like last January when nearly 1:1
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The
the Men's
Owing to the inclement weather, using this season two of Mr. Woolgreateat value
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"work and
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"Era Diavola"
man J. N. Moore to the Broadway
First Ward-George Hannin, 885; Clyde last night for a visit.
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"Era Diavola" days in the Catholic church. Monday,
beat. Patrolman Brennan's Illness is
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Clyde arrived early this mornC. W. Morrison. 534,
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"La Maaeotte"
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"La Maecotte" tion" days and Thursday is Ascension
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you're mistaken, sir. This encycloFred Kreutzer, 731.
! Corset Department.
pedia devotes at least ten pages to
Fifth Ward-Eugene Tuttle, 589; carried an excursion from Riverton, park theater, is booking some exeel- celebrated 40 days after Easter SunReports.Foe Year Show Church To 'grammar.'"-Philadelphia Press.
James McCarthy, 646; Thomas Orr, Ala., to the battlefield today. The lent traveling companies for his sum- day.
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It was on this day, more than 19
in Every Way.
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"I thought you told me you were
digestion and a
God to bless the fields and along all lines of work.
pray
to
pieces will be left here and the Har- retired, is In the city today visiting
disposition toplaying the heavy part in this spec
cattle and to 'bless the people with
UNSEASONABLE. WEATHER.
vester
will go on down to Memphis his old home. His return to the city
ward constipa" "Why.
Menhir drama?" "So I
seasonable weather.
-000 cash, balance 1150 pert
and Vicksburg. The A. R. Budde is different from his departure in
tion.
We can
you don't even appear on the stag.' Will
Injure Crops and Cause Late stopped at Louisville.
m(I.n' with interest. What have you
1861 when he was forced to leave
recommend this
"Oh, yes I do. I'm the hind legs of
FIVE OR SIX ROOM RESIDENCE to sell in the way of a five to seven
Seeding I nWeet.
The Scotia arrived yesterday after- on Recount of the strong southern
oil to be absolutethe elephant."-Baltiteroe American
WANTED.
room house on these terms? Property
Chicago, May 7.-The unseason- noon from the Tennessee river with sentiment in the city. At that time
ly the purest oil
We have a buyer for a five or six must be located in good locality and
able weather which has prevailed a big tow of ties and logs.
on the market.
he enlisted in the federal army and
Eng:and's population is increasing
room residence between Broadway worth the money asked. Would conlately throughout the grain sectione
We have it in 35c,
The Meter was let off the dry after the civil war enlisted in the
at the rate-of I per cent, a year.
of the west has radically changed the docks late this afternoon in first-class regular army. General Wood ward and Trimble street. Your honse may sider South Side as far down as,
60.: and $1 bottles.
exactly fill the requirement*. Submit Sixth and Tennessee. It will cost you
Give it a trial and
situation in the grain markets. At shape.
has seen 44 years active service haw- your
offers at once, to H. C. Hollins. nothing to investigate this 'wowedbe convinced of its
the same time the reports from yard The harfes Turner returned front big been retired two years ago. He
Real Estate and Rentals, Trueheart lion and it may result in a quick sale,,
value.
lolls sections are so rontradlctory uttloading at Joppa and the boilers spent two years in the Philippine isBldg. Both Phones 127.
We have both phones. Use them. No.
We also have a Complete new stock
that commission houses have been are being cleaned today preparatory lands. The parents of General Wood127. H. C. Hollins, Trsseheart
of drugs, chemicals, patent medicines
largely at Rea as to what actual dam- to leaving Wednesday for the Cum- ward lived in Paducah many years,
"Will you- be wane?" "Yes-till we
and toilet articles. A full line of Palage has been done.
berland river after ties
the homeatead then as now being at are married." "Till we are married?"
mer's and Hazell's perfumes and toilet
There is. however, a general belief
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fth and Clark streets. His father, "Yes-then you'll be mine."-Clevepreparations. Prescriptions filled by
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Change
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Beat.
.
:hat the crop will be ,short as corn- the Ohio, there will be few better J. E. Woodward. died here in 1894. land Leader.
On account of the illness of Pa- registered pharmacists only. Free
pared with that of last year, both in ;towboats in the Paducah harber. The Many friends of Gener1 Woodward
Newadays
centra
trolman James Brennan of the Broad- telephone. Delivery to any part of
wheat and oats. The estimates of'Bluespot is a Holcomb-Hayes boat now live in the city and he will be
The world uses 64,000 tons of rub way beat, Patrolman James Clark the city.
"Immer house" ran furnish
the deficiency runs as high in winter and formerly was the Wilmot.
here attending to business affairs for • r yearly. The demand exceeds the has been transferred to
electricity ft)r run ll i ttg street
the Third
wheat as ,100,0•00.0.001 bushels.
The Louisiana will coal here Wed- several days.
cars, lighting a city---or fur
supply.
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Not So Pessimistic.
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furIs.--enn
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and
er
For Sale.
01...h publicity to) one man sufWritten buds will be receleed at
Official Forecestii.
ficient to "run a store" or to
the Mayor's office up until.o'clock
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt.
develop an entire suburban
p.,-m., Thursday. May 9th, at the Vernon will continue falling during
town; and to another enough
City Hall for the Old City Hospital the next 24 hours At Paducah and
to rent a furnished room or to
on South Fifth street. Bidders will Cairo not much change during the
sell a second-hand sewing ma.
state how much they will pay cash, next 24 hours, with a rising ten
chine.
with balance on time bearing inter- dency.
Electricity itself luta not a
est. The city reserves the right to
The Tennessee at Florence. no matithe nr ale uses that are pos.
reject any and all bids.
terial change, and at
Johnsonville
elble to publicIty--nor Is it
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
will rise during the next '24 hours.
any lllllre certain and eflerThe MissisIppl from below St.
he in Its working!' and reNotice.
Touts to Cairo. and the Wabash at
sults.
We think we can save you money Mt. Carmel, not much change during
VOLT
WHATEVER
on your concrete rtidewalks.
TASK
We the next 24 hours.
guarantee all ours and are ready at
HAVE FOR IT, PUBLICITY
Ill times to give estimates. Come
100Itt
IM
A
T11
$11500
to 'see us' at our office, 126 South
NEVER SHIRKSTHAT
What ease- you to offer In it four or
Fourth
street,
or phone us 490 over live room house near
THAT NEVER mamas TO
1. (', show, st
the old Phone.
HE "TOO EXPENSIVE."
$1.1S00? We want It quirk. Both
CONTRACTOR Witt K I9L.
ei 127, H. C. Hotline, Real Es.
THE, COST OF A WANT
tate
Itentala, Trueheart 111,1g.
and
All, IN THE $UN 114 ONR
And there Isn't anything that trouVENT A WORD.
bles some people more than looking
A bad Imitation Is often better
for trouble and not finding It.
than the real thing.

Cents

We will sell for a
limited time only
an extra good

Tape
Girdle

Made by one of the
leading corset
houses. This Tape
Girdle was made to
sell at 39c, but for
a short time you
may have one for

25
Cents

1.3
1.2
0.2
0.1
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Our Shoes Please

THE MODEL

112 SOUTH SECOND ST. •
PADUCAH'S CHEAP CASH STORE
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VESTRY ELECTED

OGILVIE'S/
vita„....,,.......,30

'ust a Few Uses as a Medicine
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The Central
Power House
of Publicity
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Going Out of Business

J. D. SOWERS
The Jeweler,224 Broadway

Selling out at auction. Afternoons and
evenings. Presents given away after each
sale. Come everybody.
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